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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

With the significant increase of web-based applications, the eXtensible Markup Language 

(XML) , as a de facto standard for data interchange on the web, has attracted considerable at

tention in theory and practice. XML deals with irregular and heterogeneous semi-structured 

data that give rise to trees, i.e. the predominant data structure in complex data models. 

This leads to new challenges for database research such as new data structures and models , 

and new database query languages in this area. 

1.1 XML Data Challenges 

In essence, the major challenge of XML lies in its data structure, which is greatly different 

from the traditional data structure treated as relations. A comparison with respect to the 

differences between XML data and relational data has been discussed in [17] . Generally 

speaking, XML data has the following unique characteristics: 

• XML data have irregular and heterogeneous structures leading to optional values which 

are absent in relational data; 

• Metadata that describes the structure of the data is distributed throughout the data 

in the form of markup, instead of being stored separately as in relational data; 

• XML data is nested in a hierarchy, and complex nested structures might need to be 

decomposed and reconstructed on the fly to facilitate data manipulations; 

• XML data are encoded with an intrinsic order that is an important property of data 

themselves. This means that the order property must be taken into consideration for 

modelling. 

1 
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These features require more complicated data models in comparison to the relational 

data model, which merely deals with flat and rigid relations. In particular, problems such as 

rational trees, optional cardinality, repeated clements and sequence order demand additional 

functionalities to be provided to handle XML data in an efficient and sufficient manner. 

Since the unique structures of XML data further require that XML query languages 

must have the capability for querying over schema information. In order to support this 

extra functionality at the database level, the techniques used in semantic data models have 

shown to be an appropriate approach, in which t he separate notions of schema and instance 

are combined into an explicit expression. This allows the queries of schema information to 

be handled in the same manner as querying data at the language level. 

Therefore, the first task investigated in this thesis is to design a simple and natural data 

model, which supports a rich description of XML data from a structural point of view. The 

relevant techniques for this arc derived from semantic data models. 

In the theory of relational databases, query languages have been developed mainly fol

lowing three directions: an algebraic direction e.g. the Relational Algebra, a logical direction 

e.g. the Relational Calculus, and a logic programming direction e.g. deductive languages 

such as DATALOG. Many issues such as recursion, negation and the combination of them 

have been well investigated in relational query languages. However, some new problems have 

emerged with respect to XML query languages. 

• the possible absence of a database schema; 

• the capability to support querying over schema information; 

• restructuring and creating XML data in a flexible approach; 

• recursion under the feature of optionality. 

Not surprisingly, the second task investigated in this thesis aims at developing declarative 

and powerful XML query languages in the context of XML data. My focus in this thesis is 

on a logical direction and a logic programming direction. 
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1.2 Objectives 

The main goal of this thesis is to investigate the logical grounds of query languages over 

XML databases on the basis of a representation by object bases. In general, there are three 

objectives I want to achieve. 

-Define a data model at the conceptual level for XML data aiming at capturing semantic 

capabilities on object bases. 

-Develop the formal syntax and semantics for a logic programming query language 

for XML, which exploits object identifiers as primitives in the context of XML data 

structures. 

-Propose a higher-order predicate calculus language tailored to XML data by study

ing the mathematical techniques used in relational calculus which is regarded as a 

specification of the first-order predicate calculus. 

To clarify how the objectives are fulfilled in this thesis, we provide a brief introduction 

regarding each objective in this subsection. 

1.2.1 The Semantic XML Object Model 

The semantic XML object model aims at a natural and simple data model for XML-based 

databases that can capture and express XML data from a relatively high abstraction level 

with well-defined semantics. Furthermore, it can also serve as a formal specification for 

further establishing XML data manipulation languages. 

The proposed semantic XML object model mainly has the following key features: 

• It provides considerably rich structuring capability by using objects as basic semantic 

data abstractions that are associated with concise but flexible interpretations. 

• It provides classes as the only construct to accommodate objects, thus enabling richness 

through class tuples and class schemata that link XML database instances and XML 

database schemata together. 
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• It provides attributes at the object level, which arc used to incorporate values and 

objects into a unit, and attributes at the class level, which facilitate to capture objects 

having common semantics but variant structures within a specific class schema. 

• It provides object identifiers that are used in a dual role as both structure and order 

primitive. 

1.2.2 The XML Identity Query Language 

The XML Identity Query Language (XIQL) is greatly influenced by the spirit of IQL in [6, 7] 

on a key design point that objects can be manipulated through having object identifiers as a 

powerful programming primitive. New objects can be created in a manner that is essentially 

equivalent to Skolcm function techniques. However, more work needs to be done with respect 

to IQL to reflect the characteristics of XML data. 

Compared with IQL, XIQL provides the following additional functionalities: 

• XIQL incorporates the capability for type creation in queries. On one hand new types 

can be easily added into a database, while on the other hand types can be queried as 

a special part of an instance. 

• XIQL enriches the language with union types, which can capture the optionality fea

ture of XML data. Further, the underlying intersection types facilitate the flexible 

expressions for objects with class atoms. 

• XIQL treats set and non-set variables in a unified fashion unless a particular interest 

is indicated. In this case, a set operator can be used to handle the transformation 

between set and non-set variables. 

1.2.3 The XML Calculus Language 

The XML calculus language is a pure declarative language incorporating higher-order logics 

on the basis of the SXO model, in which semantic structures can be elegantly encapsulated 

into obj ects. 
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The design goal of the XML calculus language is to obtain highly expressive power, but 

using a relatively simple interpretation. To achieve this goal, the combination of a higher

order syntax and a first-order semantics within a language becomes a suitable choice for 

the proposed XML query language. Furthermore, through a connection of two semantics of 

objects, an equation between the first-order and higher-order interpretations can be estab

lished. 

To handle higher-order logics, it is essential to define a fundamental type system in the 

language, on which higher-order notions can be precisely developed. Moreover, for an XML 

query language, the ability to query schema information must be taken into consideration. 

For this reason, type variables are introduced into the type system. 

Another interesting design point is to naturally reflect fixpoint semantics in this language 

by means of universal quantification, which is associated with variables under restricted 

domains. With this capability, the expressive power of the language will be greatly enhanced. 

1.3 Principals 

Throughout this thesis two main principles will be followed: considering XML databases as 

object bases and following a logic paradigm for querying them. 

1.3.1 Object Bases 

The data model developed in my thesis is built upon object bases. Instead of encapsulating 

behavioral aspects of objects in object-oriented databases, this data model concentrates on 

encapsulating structural aspects from a semantic point of view. The reasons for preference 

for an object-based model, rather than a relational model, principally arise from the following 

considerations. 

Firstly, as argued in [63], the relational data model fails to capture much of the semantics 

associated with data because the fundamental modelling construct, i.e. the tuple does not 

constitute an atomic semantic unit. Hence, additional integrity constraints are required to 

establish the intended semantics of the database. In contrast to tuples, the features of objects 

determine themselves to be the natural semantic carriers in XML databases. 

Secondly, to tackle the irregular and heterogenous structure of XML data, objects grouped 
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in a class can provide richer structure modelling facilities than tuples in a relation. By spec

ifying classes, which represent collections of objects encoded with heterogenous structures, 

a uniform framework on object bases can be established. 

Finally, it is customary that XML data has a graphical representation, which is also 

thought of as a representation for objects in the object-based model. Hence, they coincide 

with respect to this intuition. Furthermore, both objects and graphs can be constructed to 

be self-descriptive, which is an important feature identified in XML data. However, a tabular 

representation provided in the relational data model is not suitable in this case due to the 

separation of schema and instance. 

In addition, although many XML query languages have been proposed such as XQuery 

[73], XQL [56], LOREL [8] and XML-QL [29], most of them aim at providing the XML-era 

analogue of SQL. However, I believe that the investigation on XML query languages from 

a perspective of object bases has not been sufficiently conducted yet so far, especially for 

exploiting object identifiers as structure and order primit ives. 

1.3.2 Logic Paradigm 

In the thesis, a study towards logic-based query languages in the framework of an object

based XML data model will be conducted. The reason for considering the logical ground of 

query languages is based on the following two points: 

• Firstly, logic-based approaches have been recognized as a means to provide remarkable 

simplicity and conciseness of syntax for query languages, as were the case in relational 

calculus and Datalog for the relational data model. 

• Furthermore, logic-based approaches are essential for evaluating the expressive power 

and computable complexity of query languages. 

Most of the current XML query languages focus on path-based query processing with 

pattern matching techniques. Research regarding theory, well-defined semantics and expres

siveness is still needed. 

1.4 Overview of the Thesis 

The remainder of the thesis is organized according to the following logical sequence. 
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In Chapter 2, we focus on modelling XML data in a natural way by applying techniques 

of semantic data model. The developed data model, called the SXO model, is built upon 

object bases, in which identifier and value semantics of objects are formalized. Moreover, 

XML database instances and schemata are formalized along with the notions of class schema 

and class tuple. At the end of the chapter, some insights are given into dominant rela

tion, class hierarchy and object order. Based on this model, XIQL, a simple and powerful 

logic programming language for manipulating XML data, is proposed in Chapter 3. A basic 

framework of this language with the formal syntax and semantics is presented there. Fur

thermore, we discuss the object creation mechanism adopted in XIQL in details. Chapter 4 

investigates the issues about structured value duplicates and copies. It turns out that XIQL 

is complete with respect to determinate transformation since both structured value dupli

cates and copies can be eliminated in XIQL queries. To obtain a pure declarative XML query 

language, Chapter 5 incorporates higher order logics into a novel XML query language called 

XML calculus as a counterpart of relational calculus in the relational data model. This lan

guage is developed with higher-order syntax and first-order semantics. After introducing the 

formal syntax and semantics of the language, a logical reflection regarding the relationship 

between first-order semantics and higher-order semantics is discussed. Chapter 6 reviews 

the literature from three aspects: semantic data models, object-creating languages and pure 

declarative languages, as a complement to some related work having been introduced during 

Chapter 2, 3, 4 and 5. In the end, we summarize the main results exploited in this thesis in 

Chapter 7. Several issues left for future work are also identified at the end of Chapter 7. 

Throughout the thesis we will use a simple XML database as presented in Figure A.1, 

Figure A.2 and Figure A.3 of Appendix A. All the data stem from XML Query Use Case [72] 

provided by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) with some minor modifications. The 

purpose of the running XML database is to apply the proposed query languages to specific 

application scenarios, and illustrate the capabilities of our languages. 



Chapter 2 

The Semantic XML Object Model 

This chapter introduces a data model specific to XML, called the Semantic XML Object 

Model (SXO model) , which is based on tree structures and has objects as semantic units. 

This data model attempts to capture more properties of XML databases at a conceptual 

level. We begin by presenting formal definitions of object types and objects, then show 

how XML database instances and schemata can be obtained under the SXO model with 

a rich description of characteristics. After that, the semantics of objects are investigated 

to provide a well-defined semantic framework. Furthermore, we are interested in discussing 

object connectivity from multiple aspects: dominant relation , class hierarchy and object 

order. In the end, another representation of objects which can be expressed under a value

based model is introduced to obtain a link between the SXO model and a value-based model. 

The main purpose of this chapter is to present a data model for XML, which is as simple 

and natural as possible, so that further data manipulation languages can be built up in the 

following chapters. 

2.1 Object Types and Objects 

There are two kinds of properties considered in the SXO model, atomic values and objects, 

which are two distinct concepts that have been clearly discussed in [13]. In the SXO model, 

objects are adopted to represent basic semantic abstractions reflecting a natural under

standing for objects in the real world, whereas atomic values can only exist as fundamental 

elements which must be appropriately incorporated into objects as properties. More specifi

cally, semantic objects serve as the basic units of persistent data within a database on the one 

8 
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hand, while on the other hand, first-order relationships are encapsulated into object values 

so that a structural association among objects can be captured in a semantic framework. 

To precisely describe atomic values and objects, we start by introducing two basic con

cepts: atomic types and class names, which are developed as follows. 

Atomic types: an atomic type is a non-decomposable type unit, including STRING, INT, 

NAT, BOOL and etc. Atomic types are base types. 

Class names: a class name indicates a class serving as a container for a finite set of objects. 

For the sake of conciseness, we adopt the notations JIB for a countably infinite set of 

atomic types, <C for a countably infinite set of class names and A for a countably infinite set 

of attribute names. 

Attribute names are either atomic types or class names in the SXO model. Therefore, 

in accordance with this distinction, attributes can be categorized into two kinds: value 

attributes that have atomic types and object attributes that have class names. Each value 

attribute is associated with a value domain, expressed by domv, the set of all possible values 

that the value attribute can obtain. Correspondingly, each object attribute, is associated 

with an object domain, expressed by dom0 , the set of all possible objects that the object 

attribute can obtain. For convenience, we let V = { domV; }iE[l,n] be a fixed family of value 

domains {domv1 , ••• ,domvn}, and I= {domoJiE[l,n] be a fixed family of object domains 

{ domo1 , .•• , domon}, respectively. 

Instead of distinguishing between entities and relationships as in the ER model, the SXO 

model considers objects in a simple and unified expression. An object may be classified as 

being either atomic or complex in accordance with its attributes. Atomic objects have only 

value attributes, while complex objects have at least one object attribute. Let T be a set 

of object types including atomic object types and complex object types (as defined below), 

then there is a class domain assignment Dome : T - I such that each object type OT ET 

is associated with its domain Domc(OT). 

Definition 2.1.1. (Atomic object type) An atomic object type AT consists of 

(i) a class name nam(AT) E <C; 
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(ii) a finite, non-empty set of value attributes attrv(AT) = {Ai, ... , An}, where Ak E JIB for 

k E [1,n] ; 

(iii) a value domain assignment Domv : attrv(AT ) - 1) which associates with each at

tribute A E attrv(AT) its domain Domv(A). 

The expression AT = nam(AT)[attrv(AT)] is used to express an atomic object type AT 

in a class with name nam(AT) having a finite set of value attributes attrv(AT). 

Definition 2.1.2. (Atomic object) An atomic object of type AT is an expression c(i, u) 

consisting of 

(i) a class name c, where c = nam(AT ); 

(ii) an object identifier i such that i E Domc(AT); 

(iii) an object value u = [Ai: ti,-- -,An: tnl, where {Ai,---, An} = attrv(AT) and tk E 

Domv(Ak) (1 ::; k ::; n) . 

D efinition 2.1.3. (Complex object type) A complex object type CT consists of 

(i) a class name nam(CT) EC; 

(ii) a finite, non-empty set of object attributes attro(CT) = {Ai, .. . Am}, where Ak EC for 

k E [1,m]; 

(iii) a finite set of value attributes attrv(CT) 

[m+ l ,n]; 
{Am+l , ... , An}, where Ak E JIB for k E 

(iv) a value domain assignment Domv : attrv(CT) - 1) which associates with each at

tribute A E attrv(CT) its domain Domv(A) ; 

(v) an object domain assignment Dom0 : attr0 (CT) - I which associates with each at

tribute A E attr0 (CT) its domain Dom0 (A). 

The expression CT= nam(CT)[attrv(CT)Uattro(CT)] is used to express a complex ob

ject type CT in a class with name nam( CT ) having a finite set of value attributes attrv ( CT) 

and object attributes attro(CT) . 
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Definition 2.1.4. (Complex object) A complex object of type CT is an expression c(i, u) 

consisting of 

(i) a class name c, where c = nam(CT); 

(ii) an object identifier i such that i E Domc(CT); 

(iii) an object value u = [A1 : t1, ... , An : tnl, where {A1 , ... , An} = attrv(CT) U attro(CT), 

and tk E Domv(Ak) iff Ak E attrv(CT) or tk E Domo(Ak) iff Ak E attro(CT) 

(l'.Sk:Sn). 

With respect to the preceding definitions, two things should be pointed out here. First 

of all, each object must belong to exactly one class. That is, given two object types OT1 and 

OT2 , where nam(OT1) = c1 , nam(OT2 ) = c2 , and c1 =/- c2, then it implies that domc(OT1) n 
dome( OT2 ) = 0. Secondly, recursive types may occur in complex object types since complex 

objects may be constructed from objects in the same class. 

Intuitively, atomic objects function as wrappers of atomic values, while complex objects 

encode more complex structures among other objects. Correspondingly, based on this in

tuition, classes can be grouped into atomic classes and complex classes. An atomic class 

contains only atomic objects, while a complex class contains at least one complex object. 

The fundamental distinction between atomic classes and complex classes stems from whether 

object identifiers as structure primitives are involved in object values within the class. 

In contrast to the notion of semantic object defined in [46], where an object identifier 

is defined by one or more attributes that the users employ to identify object instances, we 

adopt invisible and immutable object identifiers by following the idea used in the classical 

object approaches. 

One of the main reasons for employing semantic objects in the SXO model is to support 

heterogeneous structures embedding within objects. To fully accomplish this intention, the 

notion of object value type is developed to capture the variant structures in object values. 

Definition 2.1.5. (Object Value Type) Given an object o with value u, then there exists 

a function T mapping from the object o to object value type T(o) containing a set of distinct 

attribute names in value u, such that if u = [A1 : t1 , . ... , An : tnl, then T(o) = [A~, ... , A~] 

(n 2'. m), where /\ 1~i<j~m A:=/- A~ and A:, A~ E {Ak I k ~ n} U { {Ak} I k ~ n}. Here {A} 
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denotes a set type, i.e. Domv ({A}) = {{v1 , ... ,vk } I k E N,vi E Domv(A) for all 1 :Si :S 

k} or Domo({A} ) = {{v1 , ... ,vk} I k E N,vi E Domo(A ) for all 1 :Si :S k}. 

Note that both the order of attributes in an object value and the order of attribute names 

in an object value type arc not significant. However, attributes in an object value might not 

be distinct, while attribute names must be unique over an object value type. The following 

example is given to illustrate these notions. 

Example 2.1.1. For the object o = c(i, [A1 t 1 , A2 t2, A3 t 3 , A2 t 4]), we obtain 

r(o) = [A1, {A2}, A3]. 

To clearly express objects in a graph representation, we specify that atomic objects arc 

represented by ovals, while complex objects arc represented as rectangles. 

Remark 2.1.1. Finally, we give some comments on the notion of object developed in the SXO 

model. Although all objects arc described with a simple and unified form such that c(i, u), 

they can be interpreted from multiple points of view following the same line of semantic data 

models. As stated in [61], an object actually can be regarded as a real object , or a property of 

objects, or a relationship among objects. In essence, the flexibility of interpretation enriches 

the semantic abstraction embedded with objects. 

2.2 XML Databases on Object Bases 

From the database point of view, XML data can be represented with tree structures (we do 

not consider references here). Thus, in this section, our interest is to discuss XML database 

instances and schemata on the basis of the concepts introduced before. The desired goal 

is to establish a counterpart of relational databases in XML databases, which can serve to 

further develop data manipulation languages. 

To facilitate the formalization, four assignments are defined in advance. 

- A name projection for O is a function u restricting each object expression o = c(i, u), 

where o E 0, to the object's class name c. 

- An identifier projection for O is a function 8 restricting each object expression o = c(i, u), 

where o E 0, to the object's identifier i . 
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- A value projection for O is a function 1r restricting each object expression o = c(i, u), where 

o E 0, to the object's value u. 

- A structure projection for O is a function T/ restricting each object expression o = c(i, u), 

where o E 0, to the finite set of object identifiers contained in object value u. 

Example 2.2.1. Assume an object o = c(i, u), where u = [A1 : i1, A2 : Vz, A3 : i3, A4 : V4] 

with i1, i3 EI and v2, v4 E 'D, then we can get a(o) = c, S(o) = i, 1r(o) = u and TJ(o) = {i1, i3}. 

2.2.1 Database Instances 

For the sake of simplicity, only element, attribute, text and document nodes are considered in 

the formalization. Other nodes, including namespace, processing instruction and comment 

nodes are not relevant for our purposes here and therefore omitted. 

Let e, a, b and p represent element, attribute, document and text nodes in XML data 

respectively, and let o, d represent objects and atomic values in the SXO Model. In addition, 

we use the expression name(x) referring to the name of element or attribute node, content(x) 

referring to the content of text or attribute node, and subelement( x) referring to the identifier 

of an object corresponding to some subelement node of element or document node. Therefore, 

we can model XML data in the following manner: 

• Each text node p will be modelled as an atomic valued with d = content(p). 

• Each element node e will be modelled as an object o with a(o) = name(e) and 1r(o) = 
[A1 : subelement1(e), ... , Am : subelementm(e), A~ : content(p1), ... , A~ : content(pn)l, 

where m ~ 0, n ~ 0, A EC for i E [1, m] and A~ E JR for j E [1 , n]. subelement1 (e), 

... , subelementm ( e) are a set of all subelement nodes of element e, and p1 , ... , Pn are a 

set of all text nodes under element e. 

• Each attribute node a will be modelled as an object o with a(o) = "@" +name(a) and 

1r(o) = [A: content(a)], where A E JR. 

• The document node b will be modelled as an object o with a(o) = root and 1r(o) = 
[A: subelement(b)], where A EC. 
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<text> 
begin 
<bf>bold </bf> 
hello 
<it>italic</it> 
end 

</text> 

Figure 2.1: A fragment of Xl'vIL document 
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Example 2.2.2. Consider a fragment of XML document shown in Figure 2.1 , it shows a 

mixed content element node of text, which can be modelled as an object: text(i, [STRING: 

"begin", bf: i1 ,STRING: "hello",it: i2 ,STRING: "end"]) . The element nodes bf and it 

correspond to the objects bf(i1, [STRING: "bold"]) and it(i2 , [STRING: "italic"]). 

Throughout this chapter, we use Ve , Ee to denote t he finite sets of vertices and edges 

for a graph G respectively, such that Ve = {v 1, ... vn } and Ea = {(vi,v1)lvi,Vj E Ve }-

Definition 2.2.1. (XML Data Graph) Let O denotes a finite set of objects modelling 

XML data. An XML data graph G over O is a rooted and directed graph where Va 

UoEO o-(o) and (o-(o) : o- (oi)) E Ea if and only if o(oi) E 77(0). 

Example 2.2.3. The XML data graph for the XML document book.xml is shown in Figure 

2.2. Note that object identifiers do not appear in an XML data graph since they arc invisible 

to the users. For the sake of clarity, we indicate objects in our examples, and assume that 

each object Ok has an object identifier ik, where k E N. 

Correspondingly, an XML document can be regarded as an XML data graph, and an 

XML database instance is a collection of XML data graphs. 

2.2.2 Class Schemata and Tuples 

Unlike the rigid structures of relations in the relational data model, XML data is well known 

for having an irregular and flexible structure. However , a uniform expression for XML data 

is very appealing from the data manipulation point of view. In this section, we introduce 

the concepts of class schema and class tuple to achieve this purpose. 
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o,, 

Rectangle: Complex objects 
Oval: Atomic objects 

Figure 2.2: An XML data graph 
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The fundamental idea is, for a set of objects collected into a class, to obtain class schemata 

by generalizing their object value types with optional superscript characters {?, +, *} [70], 

and then treating their object values appropriately as class tuples over the specified class 

schema. One thing we should be aware of is that this approach builds on the fact that each 

object can only belong to one class in the SXO model since class names have been explicitly 

encoded into object expressions. 

Due to optional characters being additionally introduced into class schemata, it is neces

sary to extend the concepts of value attribute and object attribute domains to the concept of 

class attribute domain by capturing this feature. To distinguish from previous expressions, 

we use dom(A) as a unified representation for a domain of an attribute A, which might either 

be a value attribute or an object attribute, and edom(Af) to express a domain of a class 

attribute A with an optional character f. For simplicity and uniformity of formalization , 

we assume that all class attributes without optional characters from {?, +, *} has the super

script character l. For instance, the class attribute A is equivalent to the class attribute A 1. 

Now we can get 

edom(A1
) = dom(A); 

edom(A?) = dom(A) U {>.} ; 

edom(A*) = P(dom(A)) , where P denotes powcrscts; 

edom(A+) = P (dom(A)) - {0}, where P denotes powcrsets. 

Similar to the relational data model, there arc two alternatives for specifying class 

schemata and tuples: anonymous and named perspectives. 

Definition 2.2.2. (Class Schema) 

(i) An anonymous class schema Sc of a class with name c consists of a finite set of dis

tinct implicit attribute names with superscript characters {A{1
, ... , A!"}, where Ji E 

{l, ?, +, * }(1 ~ i ~ n), having fixed order given by the bijective function g: {l, ... , n}---. 

{A{1, ... , A!"} and an assignment of domains {1, ... , n}---. Ui:si:Sn edom(g(i)) such that 

i .- edom(g(i)). 

(ii) A named class schema Sc of a class with name c consists of a finite set of distinct explicit 

attribute names with superscript characters {A{1, ... ,A!" }, where Ji E {1, ?,+,*}(1 ~ 

i ~ n), and an assignment of domains {A{1, ... , A!"} ---. Ui:si:Sn edom(A{1
) such that 

A{' .- edom( A{·). 
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A class tuple over a particular class schema can be defined under the two perspectives. 

Definition 2.2 .3. (Class Tuple) 

(i) A class tuple t over an anonymous class schema Sc having implicit attributes with 

superscript characters {A{1, ... ,A!n} is a mapping: {l, ... ,n}-+ {v1, ... ,vn}, where 

vi E edom(g(i)) for 1 ~ i ~ n. 

(ii) A class tuple t over a named class schema Sc having explicit attributes with superscript 

characters {A{1
, ... , A!n} is a mapping: {A{1

, ... , Aln} -+ {A1 : V1, .. . , An : Vn }, where 

vi E edom(A{;) for 1 ~ i ~ n. 

Example 2.2.4. Consider the class with name section in the XML document book.xml. In 

this case we obtain 

• Ssection = [ , , , , , ] with a set of implicit class attributes having fixed order @id7
, 

@dif ficult7 , title, p+, figure 7, section* , and 

Ssection = [@id7, @dif ficult7 , title, p+ , f igure7
, section*]. 

• A set of objects in the class is: {05,011,014,024,034, 031, 040}-

The class tuples over Ssection can be represented from the anonymous perspective. 

[i1, is, ig, {i10}, >., {i11, i14}]; 

[>., >., i12, {i13}, >., 0]; 
[>., >., i15, { i15, i23}, i17, 0]; 

[i2s, i25, i21, {i2s, i33}, i29, {i34, i31 }]; 

[>., >. , i35, { i35}, >. , 0]; 
[>., >. , i3s, {i39} , >. , i40]; 

[>., >., i41, {i42}, >. , 0]. 

Alternatively, these tuples can also be represented using the named perspective. 

[@id7 : i1 ,@difficulty7
: is,title: ig,p+: {i10},figure7 : >.,section*: {i11,i14}]; 

[@id7 : >.,@difficulty7 : >.,title: i12,p+: {i13},figure7 : >. , section*: 0]; 

[@id7 : >. ,@dif ficulty7 : >. , title: i1s,P+: {i16, i23} , figure7 : i11, section* : 0] ; 
[@id7 : i2s,@dif ficulty7

: i25,title: i21,p+ : {i2s,i33},figure7 : i29,section*: {i34 , i31}]; 

[@id7 : >.,@difficulty7
: >. , title: i35, p+: {i35},figure7 : >. ,section*: 0]; 

[@id7 : >.,@difficulty7
: >. , title: i3s,P+: {i39},figure7 : >. , section*: {i4o}]; 

[@id7 : >. ,@difficulty7
: >. , title: i41,P+: {i42},figure7 : >. , section*: 0]. 
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One observation is that, although both atomic classes and complex classes can be de

scribed with these features, the notions of class schema and class tuple only make sense for 

complex classes. The reason is that atomic classes as a collection of value wrappers can 

simply be treated as a bridge between the object base and the value base, and no complex 

structures are involved. For convenience, it suffices to restrict discussion of class schemata 

and tuples to complex classes in the following content if no specified demonstration provided. 

Now the relations between individual object value types and a class schema arc discussed 

to avoid confusion. Let s = [A{', ... , Al"] be a class schema and T( o) = [ B1, ... , Bm] be an 

object value type for object o, then the object value type T( o) is said to belong to the class 

schemas, denoted by T(o) ~ s, if and only if the following condit ions arc satisfied . 

• n~m; 

• for each Bi E T( o), there exists some Ai = Bi and AJ; E [A{1
, ••• , A~n] such that 

(1) Bi is a set type, iff AJ' E {A;, A; }; 

( ) B . .ff A1; {A1 A7} 2 i 1s a non-set type, 1 1 E i, i . 

It is quite straightforward to sec that all object value types of objects in a class should 

belong to the specific class schema of that class. 

We end this section by introducing subsumpt ion relations between object values and class 

tuples developed at the instance level. 

D efinition 2.2.4 . (Subsumption Relation) Let u = [A{1 
: t 1 , ... , A~n : tn] be a class tuple 

and u' = [B1 : d1 , ... , Bm : dm] be an object value, where m ~ n , then u' is said to subsume 

u, denoted by u' tu if and only if, for each A{; : ti(i E [l , n]), one of the following conditions 

is satisfied. 

- for Ji = 1, there is exactly one di(j E [l , ml) over u' satisfying Ai = Bi and ti = d1; 

- for Ji =?, there is exactly one di(j E [l, ml) over u' satisfying Ai = Bi and t i = di when 

t i =f. A, or no di(j E [l , ml) over u' satisfying Ai = BJ when ti = A; 

- for Ji=+, there is a non-empty set {dJw· ·,din}(j1 , ... ,jn E [1,m]) over u' satisfying 

Ai= Bj for j E U1 , ... ,jn} and ti = {dj1 ,· ··, din}; 
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- for Ji=*, there is a non-empty set {diw" ,din}(ji , .. ,,jn E [1,m]) over u' satisfying 

Ai= Bi for j E Ui, ... ,jn} and t, = {diP ... ,din } when ti =I= 0, or no di(j E [1,m]) over 

u' satisfying Ai = Bi when ti= 0. 

Furthermore, the subsumption relations can be easily extended to capture the relations 

between two class tuples, or two relational tuples. For instance, given two class tuples 

Ui = [Bf1 
: di, ... , B!,.m : dm] and U2 = [A{1 

: ti, ... , A~n : tnl, Ui t U2 if and only if, for each 

A{; : ti E u2 ( i E [1, n]), the condition A{; : ti E ui must be satisfied. Alternatively, given 

two relational tuples Ui = [Bi : di, ... , Bm : dm] and U2 = [Ai : ti, ... , An : tnl, ui t U2 if and 

only if, for each Ai : t, E u2 ( i E [1, n]), the condition Ai : ti E u1 must be satisfied. 

The underlying reason to develop the subsumption relations between object values and 

class tuples is to describe the flexible expressions associated with a class, especially in case 

that only partial schema information are obtained with respect to a class. Both languages 

presented in Chapter 3 and 5, respectively, shall use this concept to deal with their class 

constructs. 

Remark 2.2.1. Classes play a crucial role in the SXO model. More accurately, although 

a class name is associated with a collection of object identifiers, the corresponding class 

schema has a capability to describe the heterogenous structures encoding of objects through 

a set of class tuples. Indeed, a class schema provides a general structural specification for 

object values of objects grouped in a class by allowing a variance in class attributes with 

operational characters. Furthermore, treating attributes in object types as class names or 

atomic types as appropriate leads to the fact that schemata and instances are mixed together 

into object expressions within the SXO model, completely different from the strict separation 

of schemata and instances in the relational data model. 

2.2.3 Database Schemata 

In the SXO model, objects are the only means of representing XML databases, and classes 

are employed to describe all objects. Thus, we treat class schemata as the sole building 

block for XML database schemata, a counterpart of relation schemata in the relational data 

model. 

First of all, we adopt a notion of XML schema graph to describe XML database schemata. 
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Definition 2.2.5. (XML Schema Graph) Let S denote a finite set of class schemata. An 

XML schema graph G over S is a rooted and directed graph such that 

- Ve= U scES(c U cattr(c)), where Sc is a class schema for the class with name c, cattr(c) is 

a set of attributes {AIA E C,Af E sc}-

- (c, A) E Ee for each Sc E Sand each class attribute Af E Sc, where A E C. Further, the 

edge (c, A) is labelled with f iff f E { +, *, ?}. 

An XML schema graph is complete if and only if, for each class schema in the graph, 

all class schemata corresponding to class names of its class attributes are also in this XML 

schema graph . 

To be more precise, an algorithm called Schema Reconstruction is presented to show how 

an XML schema graph can be constructed from a finite set of class schemata. The principle 

of the algorithm is to start from any class schema, and then build an XML schema graph 

via a method called AddClassSchema on the basis of a set of class schemata S. Indeed, this 

algorithm provides a simple but efficient approach to construct an XML schema graph. 

Algorithm: Schema Reconstruction 

Input: A finite set of class schemata S for complex classes. 

Output: An XML schema graph G. 

Begin 

Method AddClassSchema (in: Sc E S) 

IF a vertex labelled c does not exist in G 

THEN add a vertex labelled c 

ENDIF; 

FOR each Af E Attr(sc) 

IF A is a class name 

THEN 

IF SA (j. S 

THEN add a vertex labelled A 

ENDIF; 

add an edge e from c to A 

IF f E { +, *, ?} 
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THEN label the edge e with f 
ENDIF; 

ENDIF; 

ENDFOR; 

Main body 

End 

WHILES-/= 0 
Get Sc ES; 

Do addClassSchemaCsc); 

S=S-{sc} 

END WHILE. 

An XML database schema is a collection of XML schema graphs. 
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Example 2.2.5. The Figure 2.3 shows the XML schema graph for the XML document 

book.xml. The following five complex class schemata can be obtained using a named per

spective. 

• Sroot = [book] ; 

Sbook = [title, author+, section+]; 

Ssection = [@id7, @dif ficult7 , title, p+, figure7 , section*]; 

s figure = [@height7,@width7, title, image]; 

Simage = [@source]. 

Comparing the XML data graph with the XML schema graph shown in Figures 2.2 

and 2.3 , respectively, it is quite straightforward to see that the XML schema graph is a 

homomorphic image of the XML data graph. 

Definition 2.2.6. (Validity) Let Gd and Gs be an XML data graph and an XML schema 

graph respectively. Then, Gd is valid with respect to Gs iff the following conditions are 

satisfied. 

(i) there exists a surjective graph homomorphism from Gd to Gs that preserves labels of 

vertices; 
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@source 

Figure 2.3: An XML schema graph 

(ii) Gd satisfies all the constraints imposed by labels of edges in G8 • 

At the database level, a database instance [l) is valid for a database schema § if and only 

if each XML data graph in [l) is valid for at least one XML schema graph in §. 

Although the notions of schema and instance are separate in the preceding discussion 

regarding XML databases, they essentially differ from a counterpart in relational databases. 

The point is that schemata and instances are independent in relational databases, whereas 

schemata are dependent on instances in XML databases. More precisely, schemata can be 

inferred from instances in the SXO model by using the algorithm of schema reconstruction 

and a set of class schemata generalizing individual object value types of objects within an 

XML database. 

2.3 The Semantics of Objects 

In the SXO model, an object can be interpreted by different semantics according to identifica

tion. For instance, consider an object car(ic, [model : "Nissan", owner: "Mike", description: 

id]), We can identify this object by its unique object identifier ic, or by using a set of seman

tic descriptions such as [model: "Nissan", owner: "Mike", description: id], In accordance 
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with these representations for an object, objects are considered to be in identifier semantics 

and value semantics, respectively. 

Definition 2.3.1. (Object in Identifier Semantics) Given an object o = c(i, u), then in 

identifier semantics there is an injective function z : 0 --+ 'I from objects to identifiers, i.e. 

for any i1, i2 E 'I, where z(o1) = i1 and z(o2) = i2. If i1 = i2, then 01 = 02 holds. 

Definition 2.3.2. (Object in Value Semantics) Given an object o = c(i, u) with u = [A1 : 

t 1 , ... , An : tn], then in value semantics there is an injective mapping z between objects and 

complex values, i.e. for o t---t [A1 : t1, ... , An : tn] we have the condition that if z(o1) = z(o2) 

and 77(01) = 77(02) I 0, then 01 = 02 holds. 

For objects in identifier semantics, object identifers can uniquely identify the objects, 

while for objects in value semantics, only complex objects can be uniquely identified because 

atomic objects may coincide on their values. 

Having two semantics for objects provides a flexible and powerful interpretation for XML 

data. In fact, it implies that the notion of object can be rich enough to support higher-order 

semantics since object values are normalized into first order semantics abstraction that can 

be reflected by object identifiers. We shall introduce two languages XIQL and XML calculus 

in the following chapters, and it is easy to see strong expressibility for data manipulation 

languages using object identity as primitives. 

2.4 Object Connectivity 

In this section, connectivity among objects shall be investigated from several aspects: domi

nant relation , class hierarchy and object order. Our intention is to capture more features of 

objects and to depict the relationships between objects in a precise manner. 

2 .4.1 Dominant Relation 

There are a lot of approaches used in the literature [55, 33, 4, 61] to investigate the relation

ships among objects, such as generalization, classification, aggregation, etc. Here, we are 

more interested in capturing dominant relations between objects, and treat each · object as 

associating other objects in its object family. 
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Figure 2.4: An object family graph 

Definition 2.4.1. (Dominant Relation) Given objects o1 , o2 and o3 in an XML data 

graph, objects o1 and o2 have a dominant relation, denoted by o2 L. o1, if and only if 

(ii) there exists object o3 such that o2 L. o3 and o3 L. o1. 

For the expression o2 L. o1 , we also say that o1 dominates o2 . A dominant relation between 

objects can be easily represented by a graph. For this reason, we define a notion of object 

family graph depicting all objects dominated by an object. 

Definition 2.4.2. (Object Family Graph) Let od be an object, then the object family of 

od is QL, the finite set of all objects dominated by od, The object family graph G is an XML 

data graph over QL rooted at the vertex labelled a(od), 

Obviously, an object family graph is a rooted subgraph of an XML data graph. 

Example 2.4.1. Let us consider object 0 14 in Figure 2.2, where 8(015 ) = i 15 , 8(016 ) = 

i16, 8(011) = i11, 8(023) = i23 and 77(014) = {i15 ,i16,i11,i23}. This means that objects 

0 15 , 0 16 , 0 17 , 0 23 are dominated by 0 14 in accordance with condition (i) of Definition 2.4.1. 

Objects 0 18 , 0 19 , 0 20 , 0 21 , 0 22 are dominated by 0 14 in accordance with condition (ii). There

fore, the object family for 0 14 is a set of objects { 0 15 , ... , 0 23 }, depicted by the object family 

graph shown in Figure 2.4. 
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2.4.2 Class Hierarchy 

To show that classes in an XML graph constitute a hierarchical structure, we first need to 

define the subclass relations between classes. Let K be a set of class names in an XML 

graph. 

Definition 2.4.3. (Subclass Relation) Given c1, c2 E K, then c1 1s a subclass of c2 , 

denoted by c1 ~ c2 , by using the follows rules inductively. 

(ii) ..l ~ c1, where ..l denotes the base class; 

(iii) c1 ~ c2 , where c2 = o-(o), c1 E T(o) or {ci} E T(o). 

Correspondingly, when c1 ~ c2 holds, we can say that c2 is a superclass of c1. Moreover, 

with the above rules, the following result with respect to the subclass relations between 

classes in the SXO model can be easily obtained. 

Theorem 2.4.1. The partially ordered set (KU {..l}, ~) is a complete lattice. 

Proof. Obviously, the subclass relation over KU { ..l} is reflexive, transitive and antisymmet

ric, i.e. a partial order. For an XML graph, since the graph is rooted, there must exist a 

class that is a superclass for all classes in K. Similarly, the class ..l with no objects defines 

a subclass of any other class. Furthermore, due to rules (i), (ii) and (iii) in Definition 2.4.3, 

any pair of classes c1 and c2 can have a least common superclass and a greatest common 

subclass in K. D 

Example 2.4.2. The diagram for the subclass relation over the classes in the XML data 

graph shown in Figure 2.2 is presented in Figure 2.5. 

The class book is a superclass of all other classes as a least upper bound, while ..l is 

the subclass of all other classes as a greatest lower bound. Because of 0-(01) = book and 

T(o1) = [title, author, section], it is obvious that classes title, author and section are the 

subclasses of class book in accordance with rule (iii) of Definition 2.4.3. Similarly, we can 

obtain that the subclasses of class section are classes figure, title, p, @difficult and @id. 

Inductively using the rules of Definition 2.4.3, the diagram can be obtained as in Figure 2.5. 

This kind of diagram is also called a class hierarchy for an XML data graph. 
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book 

author title @height @width image p @difficult @id 

__l_ 

Figure 2.5: A class hierarchy 

2.4.3 Object Order 

In a more precise representation, XML data are treated as ordered trees. Although order 

is not an issue receiving significant attention in most situations, order should be taken into 

consideration as a distinguished feature of XML data. 

Instead of set semantics for a collection of objects in unordered trees, objects are regarded 

as a sequence in a collection with list semantics due to order significance. However, for a 

sequence of objects [ o1 , ... , onl, we can use a succinct expression { [ i, oi] : 1 ::; i ::; n}, where i 

is the order of object oi, to convert list semantics into set semantics. One observation about 

this expression is that it is similar to assigning an object identifier to each object in a certain 

sequence. Therefore, the first impression is that object order and object identifers are at 

least similar in representations with respect to objects. 

We know that object identifiers are invisible for users, and managed by the system. Indi

vidual object identifiers themselves are meaningless, as stated in [7], only interrelationships 

among object identifiers matter. What is the case for object orders? Surprisingly, we find 

out that they have the almost same feature; that the individual concrete orders need not be 
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provided to users, and only the relativity among them is important. 

Based on this intuition, rather than introduce an additional property to capture object 

orders, we use object identifiers as an order primitive in the SXO model. An extra accom

panying functionality with object identifiers being order primitives is that object identifiers 

can be involved in computations. 

Example 2.4.3. Assume that there are two object o1 = (i1, u1) and o2 = (i2 , u2), then we 

can use the expression "i1 < i2" as a constraint on these two objects, which simply means 

the order of o1 is less than t he order of o2 . 

At the implementation level, the issue regarding order could be addressed by assigning 

a distinct number to each object identifier in a desirable sequence. For the sake of update 

concerns that might be involved, there is a gap left between two successive object identifiers 

so that inserted objects can be assigned a proper number as identifers within the gap. 

A benefit of our approach is that the order concern is naturally solved by object identifiers 

adopting a dual role such that object orders can be considered whenever needed, and ignored 

whenever we are not interested in them. 

2.5 Another R epresentation of Objects 

Although the SXO model is an object-based data model, it is quite easy to show how this 

model could be naturally linked to a value-based data model. In this section, we discuss 

a connection between the SXO model and a value-based data model which have different 

representations associated with each object. To fulfill this purpose, a new notion of object

structured value needs to be developed. 

Before further formalization, the distinction between the notions of object value and 

object-structured value needs to be clarified. Each object o is always associated with an 

object value, denoted as o, and an object-structured value, denoted as o. The definition of 

object value having a flat form c(A1 : t 1, ... , An : tn) was presented in Section 2.1, while the 

notion of object-structured value will be defined by a nested value encoding atomic values 

into structures in this section. Object values and object-structured values coincide for atomic 

objects. 
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Definition 2.5.1. (Object-Structured Value) Let o be an object with object value o = 
c(A1 : t 1 , ... , An : tn), then the associated object-structured value o can be obtained by the 

following rule: 

• Starting with the object value o, continuously replace object identifiers in the expression 

by the corresponding object values if objects are complex objects, or atomic values if 

objects are atomic objects, until no more object identifiers appear in the expression. 

The final result is the object-structured value o. 

Alternatively, object-structured values can be represented by graphs, which are equivalent 

to expressions provided in the above definition. Let us look at an illustrative example. 

Example 2.5.1. Consider 0 14 in the XML document book.xml, we obtain 

• 014 =[title: i1s , P: i16 , figur e : i11,P: i23] 

• 514 = [title : "Web Data and the Two Cultures", 

p: "T3" , 

figure : [@height : "400", 

@width : "400", 

p: "T4"] 

title : "Tranditional client/ server architecture", 

image: [@source: "csarch.gif"l] 

~ 

The corresponding graph representation for 014 is shown in Figure 2.6. 

Correspondingly, the notion of object-structured value type can be defined analogous to 

object value type. The only difference between them is that object value type is type of 

depth one, whereas object-structured value type is type of depth one or more. 

Definition 2.5.2. (Object-Structured Value Type) Given an object o with object-
~ 

structured value o, then there exists a function T
1 mapping from the object o to object-

structured value type T'(o) containing a set of distinct nested attribute names in value o 
obtained by applying the following rules. 
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title p 

'Web Data and the Two Cultures· 

image 

"T randilional 
"400" • 400• clienUseM!f 

architecture" 
@sotKce 

"csarch.gif' 

Figure 2.6: An object-structured value 

• Starting with 6', remove all atomic values and object identifers from the expression so 

that only attributes are left after that. In each tuple constructor, if more than one 

nested attributes are the exactly same, then they are merged into one nested attribute 

in a set type. The final expression represents the object value type r'(o) corresponding 
~ 

too. 

To illustrate the difference between object value type and object-structured value type, 

both are given for the object appeared in the preceding example. 

Example 2.5.2. Consider 0 14 in the XML document book.xml again . For this object, the 

associated object value type r(o) and object-structured value type r'(o) can be obtained 

such that 

• r(o14) = [title , {p},figure] 

• r'(o14) = [title, {p},figure: [@height,@width,title,image: [@source]]] 

Remark 2.5.l. Obviously, when object identifiers are removed out of object values by replac

ing them with corresponding atomic values, objects have tree representations. Therefore, it 

is easy to sec that objects in the SXO model correspond to subtrees in the value-based model. 

Nevertheless, objects have more flexibility than subtrees with respect to expressions since 

objects can be interpreted under both identifer semantics and value semantics, and subtree 

representations can be regarded as an extension which is a mixture of identifier semantics 

and value semantics. 



Chapter 3 

XML Identity Query Language: A 
Framework 

In this chapter, a logic programming query language for XML will be investigated, which we 

call XML Identity Query Language (XIQL). In general, XIQL is developed with the following 

key characteristics: 

l. the language is built on the Semantic XML Object Model (SXO Model); 

2. it is motivated by the idea of IQL [7] to generate object identifiers during query eval

uation; 

3. function symbols arc incorporated into terms to handle aggregation functions, sequence 

and schema query, which usually are not permitted in Datalog-likc languages; 

4. set and non-set variables are tackled in an unified and natural fashion so that it is 

unnecessary to distinguish them syntactically in the language. 

This chapter aims at presenting a fundamental framework of XIQL, while some advanced 

issues are left to be further explored in Chapter 4. 

3.1 Syntax 

Since XIQL is established on the semantic data model as a theoretical foundation, the nota

tions of the semantic data model and first-order logic will be used to formalize this language. 

Assume that the alphabet of XIQL is defined by a quintuple X=(Eu, Ex, Ee, E1, En), where 

Eu,Ex,Ec,EJ and En are the pairwise disjoint sets of constants, variables, class names, func

tion and relation symbols, respectively. 

30 
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Terms: The set of terms is defined by the following rules: 

- each type term T is either a class name c or a type variable &x; 

- each constant u of type T is a term of type T, and each variable x of type T is a term 

of type Ti 

- for a term t of non-set type T, T: tis a term of type T, while for a term t of set type 

{T} , T: tis a term of type {T}; 

- for a term t of non-set type T1, T2 c:......+ t is a term of type T2, while for a term t of set 

type { Ti}, T 2 c:......+ t is a term of type { T2}; 

- each object o in a class c with identifier i, then 

• i is a term of type c, 

• i is a term of type T(o), where T(o) is the object value type defined in Defi

nition 2.1.5, 
~ 

• i is a term of type T'(o), where T'(o) is the object-structured type defined in 

Definition 2.5.2; 

- each relation R with terms t1, ... , tn of type T1, .. . , Tn as attributes is a term of type 

{[T1, ... , Tn]}; 

- each class c is a term of type { c}; 

- each function f with terms t 1, .. . , tn as arguments is a term of base type, where base 

types refer to atomic types defined in Section 2.1; 

- for terms t1, t2 of type T1 and T2 , respectively, ti . t2 is a term of type T2; 

- for terms t1, t2 of type T1 and T2 , respectively, t 1 V t2 is a term of type T E {Ti, T2 }; 

- fort1 , .. ,,tn termsoftypeT, {t1, ... , tn} isatermoftype {7}; 

- for t1, ... , tn terms of type T1, ... , Tn , [t1, ... , tn] is a term of type [T1 , ... , Tn]-

Note that c:......+ is an explicit typing operator developed to enhance the flexibility of types 

on terms. The term T2 c:......+ t means that the term t is typed to the type T2 or { T2 } in 

accordance with the underlying database, regardless of the original type oft. Similarly, 

the type of the term T : t is decided by the type of term t in the underlying database. 

As for term t1. t 2 , it refers to a path expression, which will be discussed later in details. 

In addition, the terms t 1 V t2, {ti , .. ,,tn} and [t1, ... ,tn] represent union, set and tuple 

constructors as usual. 
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Literals: The literals consist of positive literals and negative literals. Let ti and t2 be 

terms, then 

The atoms are positive literals. For the ease of expression, three atoms are presented 

in particular. 

1. relation atoms: R(ti , ... , tk); 

2. value atoms: i( ti, ... , tk); 

3. class atoms: c(i, [ti, ... , tk]) or c(i). 

Rules: A rule r is an expression of the form 

where n ~ 0, L0 is an atom and L1 , ... , Ln are literals. For convenience, the literal on 

the left-hand side is denoted by head(r); whereas the literals on the right-hand side 

are denoted by body(r). 

In terms of atoms placed in head(r), there are three kinds of rules are defined in the 

language. 

-Relation rules: 

R(ti, ... , tk) +-- Li, ... , Ln, where R(t1, ... , tk) is a relation atom, and t1, ... , tk are 

terms of variables or constants. Further, variables can occur only in head(r), only 

in body(r), or both in head(r) and body(r); 

-Value assignment rules: 

i(ti, .. . , tk) +-- Li, ... , Ln, where i(ti, ... , tk) is a value atom, and ti, ... , tk are terms 

of variables, constants or T ~ t. Further, all variables must occur both in head( r) 

and in body(r); 
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-Class rules: 

c(i, [t1, ... , tk]) - L1, ... , Ln, where c(i, [t1, ... , tk]) is a class atom, and t1, ... , tk are 

terms of T : u, T : x or T '--+ t. Further, variable i only occurs in head(r) while 

other variables occur bot.h in head(r) and in body(r). 

All variables occurring in head(r) that do not appear in body(r) represent identifiers. 

In addition, to guarantee safety, each rule must be range-restricted (the notion of 

range-restricted will be defined later in Section 3.2.5.). 

Programs: A program r consists of a nonempty finite set of rules such that r1 .r2 ..... rn(n 2 

1) , where ri(i E [1 , n]) is a rule. 

Queries: A query Q is a sequence of programs I'1 ; ... ;rn(n 2 1) , where ri(i E [1,n]) is a 

program. 

Remark 3.1.1. Compared to the syntax of IQL, a logic programming approach proposed 

in [7], we adopt a similar style for defining the language XIQL. However, some important 

features distinguish XIQL from IQL by providing more functionality. Syntactically, these are 

as follows. First, sets are treated as "first-class citizens" since we do not use distinguished 

symbols for set and non-set variables in the formalism. Secondly, type terms are developed to 

,:_nable a capability for querying over types. Furthermore, object-structured values, denoted 

i, are included into terms as well to enrich the expressive power of the language. Finally, 

an additional kind of rule with a class literal in head(r) allows that object identifiers can be 

invented with explicit types in the language. 

3 .2 Semantics 

The goal of this section is to explore the semantics of XIQL from multiple aspects. Besides 

some traditional issues covered in the semantics of database manipulation languages, such 

as valuation, satisfaction, semantics of queries, fixpoint semantics and safe queries, some 

special features embodied on XML data, including optional semantics and underlying type 

binding, will be additionally discussed in Section 3.2.3. 
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3.2.1 Valuations and Satisfaction 

Since the core of XIQL comes from IQL, in which objects are built in stages, incomplete 

objects might also exist in the intermediate procedure of XIQL queries. Thus , a valuation 

0 is a partial function defined on a database instance I mapping individual variables to 

appropriate values from the underlying domain xdom(I) of database instance I , a set C of 

class names, or a set Onew of new object identifiers , which are created during querying. For 

these new object identifiers, values are assigned to them in a weak manner [7] . 

The usual rules for XIQL valuation are as follows . 

- For type variables &x, 0&x = c, where c E ~ c; 

- For variables x, x' that occur in a relation ruler: R(t1, ... , tk) +- L1, ... , Ln , 

• if x occurs in body(r) , then 0x E xdom(I) ; 

• if x only occurs in head( r), then 

(1) 0x E xdom(I) iff [0x1 , .... , 0xm] j R(t1, ... , tk) holds , where variables Xi, ... , Xm 

of types T1, ... ,Tm, respectively, are both in head(r) and in body(r) ; 

(2) otherwise, 0x (/. xdom( I) and 0x E Onew· 

• if both x and x' occur only in head( r), then 0x =/= 0x'; 

• if x occurs in head( r) and x' occurs in head( r') and r i- r', then 0x =/= 0x'. 

- A variable x occurs in a value assignment rule r, then 0x E xdom(I); 

- For a variable x that occurs in a class ruler: c(i, [t1 , .. . , tk]) +- L1 , ... , Ln, 

• if x occurs in a place of identifier in head( r), then 

(1) 0x E xdom(I) iff [0t1 , .. .. , 0tn] = 7r(o) holds, where o is some object such that 

o E xdom(I), and 7r is a value project function for objects defined in Section 

2.2; 

(2) otherwise, 0x r./. xdom(I) and 0x E Onew· 

• otherwise, 0x E xdom(I); 
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- 0{ti, .. . ,tn} = {0t1, ... ,0tn}(n ~ O); 

- 0[t1 , .. ,,tn] = [0ti, ... ,0tn](n ~ 0). 

Now we define the notion of satisfaction on database instances. Let I be a database 

instance, S be a database schema, 0 be a valuation on I and F be a formula. Then (I, 0) Fs F 

is written to express that I satisfies the formula F over S with the valuation 0 provided that 

one of the following holds: 

- (I, 0) Fs R(t1, .. . , tk) iff [0t1, ... , 0tk] ER, where Risa relation in I ; 

- (I, 0) Fs c(i, [t1, .. . , tk]) iff [0t1, .. . , 0tk] j 1r(o), 0i = 8(0) and a(o) = c, where 1r, 8 and a are 

value, identifier and name projection functions , respectively, defined in Section 2.2 , o 

is an object in I and j indicates a subsumption relation defined in Definition 2.2.4; 

- (I, 0) Fs c(i) iff 0i = 8(0) and a(o) = c, where a and 8 are name and identifier projection 

functions, respectively, defined in Section 2.2, and o is an object in I ; 

- (I, 0) Fs i(t1, ... , tk) iff [0t1, ... , 0tk] = 1r(o), and 0i = 8(0), where 1r and 8 are value and 

identifier projection functions, respectively, defined in Section 2.2, and o is an object 

in I ; 

- (I ,0) Fs J(t1 , .. ,,tn) iff J(0t1 , ... ,0tn) of type BOOL is true. 

- (I , 0) Fs t1 op t2, where op E { <, ::;, >, ~' = , :f }, iff 0t1 op 0t2 ; 

In fact, c(i) is just a variant expression of c(i, [t1 , ... , tk]) when [t1, ... , tk] is not a concern 

and can thus be always satisfied in any case. 

Remark 3.2.1. In XIQL, the valuation and satisfaction are slightly complicated by object 

creation mechanism implicated in three kinds of rules. However, we believe that it is worth

while since a powerful capability for object creation can be easily provided by using these 

rules in a natural fashion. 
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3.2.2 Semantics of Queries 

On the basis of the SXO model, we begin with exploring the relationship between instances 

and schemata of XIQL. 

Given an XML database D, alternatively, instances and schemata discussed in Chapter 

2 can also be expressed as follows. 

- A schema S over D consists of a finite set C of class names. 

- An instance I over schema Sis a finite set O of objects that is a triple (a, o, 1r), where a, o 
and 1r are name, identifier and value projection functions for O, respectively. Further, 

for any object o E 0, there must exist some c EC such that T(o) ~ Sc (~ is defined in 

Section 2.2.2). 

Obviously, we can observe that a schema can be treated as a special part of instance 

since class names have been encoded into object expressions. In fact, different from IQL, 

which is built on a clear separation of the notions of instance and schema so that a number 

of typing restrictions are imposed on IQL via type checking, XIQL provides a powerful and 

flexible type creation and query mechanism to make sure that types arc incorporated into 

the language without strong limitations. 

Since a schema and an instance can be considered as finite sets of classes and objects 

respectively, we need to introduce several concepts here in order to further formalize the 

semantics of queries. 

- Given two schemata S1 and S2, S1 ~ S2 if and only if, for all c1 E S1 , there exists some 

C2 E S2, 

- Given an instance I with its schema S, and a schema S1 such that S1 ~ S, then 1[S1] is 

defined to be an instance with schema S1 after projecting I on S1 such that, for objects 

in I, only the objects within classes in S1 can exist in I[Si]. 

Following the same line of IQL [7], the semantics of a program r in XIQL could be 

considered as a binary relation 1 ~ instance(Sin) x instance(Sout), where Sin and Bout are 

input and output schemata defined as follows in our work. 
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Definition 3.2.1. (Extensional and Intensional Classes) Given a program r , classes 

only occurring in the body of the rules represent extensional classes, denoted Cedb , whereas 

classes occurring in the head of some rule represent intensional classes, denoted Cidb· Then, 

Sin = LJ Cedb and Suut = LJ Cidb U LJ Cedb· 

Correspondingly, if we denote instance(Sin) and instance(So-ut) by a pair of (11 , 12), then 

Ii = ![Sin] and 12 = J [Sau.tl, where I and J are database instances before and after imple

menting a program, respectively, ! [Sin] represents projecting I on Sin and J [Saut] represents 

projecting J on Saut as defined above. 

Since a query is a sequence of programs, thus, intuitively, the semantics of a query can 

be considered as a sequence of binary relations such that 11 ; ... ; 'Yn, where query Q consists 

of n programs that represent binary relations 11 ; ... ; 'Yn respectively. In fact, 1 1; ... ; 'Yn can 

be regarded as a binary relation as well since the output instance and schema of 'Yk are 

always the input instance and schema of ik+I· Therefore, the semantics of queries can also 

be considered as a binary relation in our work. 

One thing needs to be paid extra attention here. XIQL queries are closed under the 

SXO model so that both input and output schemata with respect to a particular query stem 

from the SXO model. This is the reason why relations are considered in the syntax of XIQL 

queries, but ignored in the semantics of XIQL queries since only objects exist in input and 

output instances. More precisely, relations are only regarded as an auxiliary expression to 

facilitate the language based on the following reasons. 

• Values of a set of objects can be treated as relations when their object identifiers are 

not concerned; 

• The semantics of relations provides a capability to eliminate some duplicates as stated 

in [7, 65]; 

• The language can be simplified with respect to the operational computation. 

3.2.3 Union and Intersection Types 

In this section, we introduce union and intersection types, and show how they are related to 

some features of the language. In XIQL, the main results regarding union and interaction 

types are these: 
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1. we observe that union types provide an efficient and natural approach to express op

tional semantics since optional semantics as an important feature encoded in XML 

data has to be dealt with in XIQL; 

2. the underlying binding of types within objects can be interpreted as the semantics of 

interaction types through an appropriate equivalence. 

We begin with union types. Recall that the union of types is developed in the language 

as usual, let T1 , T2 be two types, then the union of types T1 and T2 (notation: T1 V T2 ) is 

interpreted as II T1 V T2 11=11 T1 II u II T2 II-

Based on the above interpretation, the following equivalent expressions hold . 

[T1 : X1 V T2 : X2, T3 : X3] = [T1 : X1, T3 : X3] LJ [T2 : X2, T3 : X3]. 

[T1 V T2: X,T3: X3] = [T1: X,T3: X3] LJ [T2: X,T3: X3] . 

(1) 

(2) 

The difference between expressions (1) and (2) consists in the fact that one variable xis 

bound to the union of types T1 and T2 in expression (2), whereas two different variables x1 

and X2 are bound to types T1 and T2 individually in expression (1). However, to handle the 

optional semantics with union types, a trivial type needs to be further defined . 

Definition 3.2.2. 0 is a trivial type that means no specified type, and it can be interpreted 

as II 0 II= >., where >. means that no specified value exists. 

The following example is provided for the purpose of showing how union types can facil

itate the optional semantics in XIQL. 

Example 3 .2.1. Consider the XML document book.xml, and a query that will list all 

sections with their titles, together with the id attribute if any. 

R(A, i, t) +- section(s, [@idV0 : i, title : t]). 

A(i, t) f- R(A, i, t); 

result(r, [section <--t Al) +- R(A, i, t). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The rule (i) can be rewritten as R(A, i, t) +- section(s, [@id : i, title : t]) U section(s, [0 : 

i, title : t]). Thus, it is quite easy to see that i can be valuated either as an identifer of the 

object typed @id or as >., since variable i is bound to the union of types @id and 0. The 

results of this query are shown in Figure 3.1. 
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o, o. o,, o,. o,. o., o,. o,. o., 

Figure 3.1: The query results of Example 3.2.1 

Now, we turn to discuss interaction types. Recall that, in Section 3.2.1, we define that 

(I , 0) t= c(i, [t1 , ... , tk]) if and only if [0t1 , ... , 0tk] ~ 1r(o), and o-(o) = c. Indeed, this expression 

implies the following equivalence regarding the type interpretation of [71, ... , Tnl, which is the 

type of [t1 , .. . , tn] as defined in terms of the language. 

II [71, .. . , Tn] II= { [71 : V i , . .. , Tn : Vn, Tn+l : Vn+i, . . . ,Tm: Vm] I 
for some Tn+1 , ... , Tm(m 2'.: n), which are distinct from T 1, ... , Tn } -

Departing from some similar equivalences appearing in the literature [16, 7), which focus 

on the semantics of type inheritance, this equivalence is used for a different purpose in our 

work to capture the underlying type binding of object literals. On this basis, some interesting 

equivalent expressions with respect to the intersection of types can be obtained as follows. 

[71 : X1, T2 : X2] /\ [71 : X1, 73 : X3] = [71 : X1, T2 : X2, 73 : X3]. 

[71 : X1 /\ T2 : X2, 73 : X3] = [71 : X1, T2 : X2, 73 : X3] . 

(1) 

(2) 

Finally, let us look at a simple example to show that the intersection of types is implicitly 

present in the binding of object types. 

Example 3.2.2. Consider again the XML document book.xml. We define a query to list 

the titles of all sections that have figures. Two solutions are provided as follows, and they 

are equivalent . 

r esult(i, [title: t]) - section(s , [title : t]), section(s, [figure: f l). 

result(i, [title: t]) - section(s, [title : t , figure: fl) . 

(1) 

(2) 
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3.2.4 Inflationary Fixpoint Operator 

In this section, we shall investigate the semantics of XIQL queries from a computational 

perspective using a inflationary fixpoint operator, essentially in the spirit of IQL [7]. 

First of all, the notion of an immediate consequence operator is employed in XIQL by 

building upon the semantics of programs discussed in Section 3.2.2. 

Definition 3.2.3. (Immediate Consequence Operator) Let r be a program and Io be 

an input database instance, an immediate consequence operator µr on r over 10 is a binary 

relation , 1 =instancein x instanceaut by executing all rules of r once. Further, the following 

condition holds. 

• instanceaut = instancein U 60, where 60 is a finite set of objects created during the 

executing all rules of r once. 

Given a program r and an input database instance I0 , thus the inflationary fixpoint 

operator of r over I0 is also a binary relation , • = ( J1 , Jn) on instances such that a finite 

set instances J2 , ... ,Jn-i can be computed in sequence satisfying the conditions 

(1) ,i = {(Ji , Ji+1)l:lJ;( J1, Ji) E ,i-l /\ (Ji, Ji+1) E 1
1 }, where i E [2, n - 1] and J1 ~ J2 ~ 

...... ~ Jn holds; 

(2) ,• = ,n-l if and only if ,n-l = ,n. 

It means that a fixpoint Jn of program r is reached in the above sequence where,• = ,n-i 

if no more change occurred on instances after n - 1 steps of the immediate consequence 

operator. Furthermore, the fixpoint semantics defined above clearly shows an inflationary 

feature that objects can be created into a database, but can not be deleted or updated within 

a database. 

For a query with a sequence of programs, the programs are evaluated sequentially to 

compute inflationary fixpoints. 
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3.2 .5 Safe Queries 

In this section safety issues of XIQL queries will be discussed, especially for queries involving 

object creation and negation. Since the underlying universe might be infinite, answers to 

queries can not be guaranteed to be finite in general, some restrictions need to be imposed 

on XIQL. 

Our idea proceeds in two steps. As a first step, we start with a definition of a range

restricted query to get desired queries in finite underlying domain interpretation. As a second 

step, we focus on nonterminating computations caused by recursion with object creation [7, 2] 

by means of examining the possible recursion occurring in a program. 

From the finiteness point of view, literals in a query can be categorized into three kinds. 

• Safe literals that mean variables inside have finite domain , such as: t1 (t2), t1 .t2; 

• Unsafe literals that mean variables inside have infinite domain, such as: ,t1 (t2 ) and 

,t1 .t2; 

• Fuzzy literals that mean variables inside may have finite domain, and also may have 

infinite domain , such as: ti = t2 , ti E t2 , ti i= t 2, ti (/:. tz. 

The concept of range-restricted similar to that in [7] is developed as follows. 

Definition 3.2.4. Let Q be a query, r be a rule and v be a variable, then 

(i) A variable v is range-restricted if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied. 

• a variable v occurs in at least one safe literal in body(r), or 

• a variable v occurs in a class literal of body(r), in which the variable in place of 

identifier is range-restricted. 

(ii) A ruler is range-restricted if and only if all of the following conditions are satisfied. 

• all variables occurring in body(r) are range-restricted , and 

• only safe literals occur in head(r). 

(iii) A query Q is range-restricted if and only if all rules in Q arc range-restricted. 
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A simple example involving negation is provided here to demonstrate a range-restricted 

query. 

Example 3.2.3. Consider the XML document book.xml, for which the following query lists 

the sections that contain figures but have no attribute element . 

R(is) t-- section(is, [figure: J]) , 
-isection(is, [@id: ii]), 

-isection(is, [@difficult: id]); 

result(i, [sect ion : isl) t-- R(i8 ). 

(1) 

(2) 

Since section objects only have two attributes: @id and @difficult , each object that 

contains either of them is removed from the final result. The query is range-restricted 

because it satisfies the conditions presented in the above definition. Alternatively, we can 

encode union types into the rule (1) in the query. 

R (is) t-- section(is, [figure: f l), (1) 

-isection(is , [@id : ii V @difficult: id]); 

Although range-restricted queries arc defined, they might produce a potentially non

terminating loop due to a recursive invention of object identifiers. To avoid this problem, 

a concept of "recursion-freedom" is defined to control invention in [6, 7]. Alternatively, to 

handle this problem, objects can only created as a function of input objects and not of new 

output created objects as proposed in [2]. In our opinion, the first approach seems more 

interesting than the second approach since the second one might lead to some restriction on 

the expressive power of languages. 

In Abiteboul and Kanellakis 's work [6, 7], a recursion-free program r is defined under a 

strict technical restriction that the leftmost symbol of each rule in r must be a relation name 

to simplify the presentation. Along the lines of recursion-free programs, XIQL provides a 

simpler and more general approach to identify recursion that might exist in a program. 

Definition 3.2 .5. Let r be a program and let :Er be a set of rules involving object creation 

that include all relation rules and class rules in r. r is recursion-free if there is no cycle in 

the object-creation graph. An object-creation graph is a directed graph defined as follows. 
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16\ 
R ----- C3 

Figure 3.2: The object-creation graph for Example 3.2.4 

For each rule r in }:r, if a class or a relation in body( r) has at least one variable occurring 

in head( r), then 

• add two nodes n 1 and n2, which denote relation or class names in body(r) and head(r) 

respectively, if they still do not exist in the graph, and 

• add an edge from nodes n 1 to n 2 . 

Example 3.2.4. Let us look at an example to illustrate how to get an object-creation graph. 

R(w, x, y) +- C1(i, [A1 : x, A2: y, A3 : z]). 

w(x, y) - R(w, x, y); 

C3(i, [A4 : w]) - R(w, x, y) , C2(e, [A1 : x, As : kl); 

C1(i, [A1: o, A2: w,A3: z]) +- C3(0, [A4,w]). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

In this example, }:r = {r1, r3 , r4 } since only rules (1), (3) and (4) involve object creation. 

The associated object-creation graph is shown in Figure 3.2. Clearly, there is a cycle in the 

graph, so the program is not recursion-free. 

Compared with the approach in [6, 7] our improvement consists of two things. The first 

one is that not only relations but also objects are considered in head(r). This technical 

restriction imposed on defining IQL recursion-freedom is released in XIQL. Second, the 

object-creation graph can be obtained in a simpler manner. 

Definition 3.2.6. (Safe Queries) A query Q is safe if and only if Q is range-restricted and 

recursion-free. 
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a1 a2 a3 01 a1 a2 a3 

b1 b2 b3 02 b1 b2 b3 

C1 C2 C3 03 C1 C2 C3 

di d2 d3 04 di d2 d3 

Table 3.1: Tuple-new statement with ¢(left) and R(right) 

Remark 3.2.2 . Observing from the above discussion , two main possibilities to cause unsafe 

XIQL queries are negation and recursion of object creation. Hence, the concepts of range

restricted and recursion-free arc developed for this purpose. It is sufficient to obtain safe 

queries if they are both range-restricted and recursion-free. 

3.3 Object Creation Mechanism 

Object creation is a crucial mechanism that is required for languages in object-based models. 

Intensive research efforts [7, 32, 65, 68, 10] on object-creating query languages have been done 

to handle this feature. 

Although object creation approaches are greatly different in syntax and semantics over 

languages, most of them adopt a style of oid invention similar to skolem function techniques 

[50, 42, 43, 40] in essence. Furthermore, they are considered to be expanded in two directions: 

tuple objects and set objects. Herc, we borrow the notions of tuple-new statement and set

new statement from [69] since we believe that they generalize most approaches adopted in 

object-creating query languages. 

A tuple-new statement can be expressed as R := tuple-new ¢, where R is a k + 1-ary 

relation name and ¢ is a k-ary first-order expression. Let I be a database instance and 

¢(I) = { t1, ... , tn}, then R = ( { t1} x { 01}) U ... U ( { tn} x {on}) , where 01 , ... , On are n different 

objects not in IJI. 

A set-new statement can be expressed as R := set-new ¢, where R a binary relation 

name and ¢ is a k-ary first-order expression. Let I be an database instance and ¢(I) = 
{(x1,t1) , ... ,(xn,tn)}, then R = {(x1,01), ... ,(xn,on)}, where 01, ... ,on are objects not in III 
satisfying oi = oi if and only if {yl(xi, y) E ¢(1)} = {yl(xj , y) E ¢(/)}. 
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a1 b1 b2 01 a1 

a2 b1 b2 01 a2 

C1 d1 d2 02 C1 

C2 d1 d2 02 C2 

e1 e2 e2 03 e1 

Table 3.2: Set-new statement with ¢(left) and R(right) 

a1 a2 a3 
a1 a2 a3 

b1 b2 b3 
b1 b2 b3 

C1 C2 C3 
C1 C2 C3 

d1 d2 d3 
d1 d2 d3 

01 02 02 

Table 3.3: SingletonSet-new statement with ¢(left) and R(right) 

It has been clearly shown that, in Figure 3.1, one object is created for each row in a 

relation by using tuple-new statement, and in Figure 3.2, one object is created for part of 

a column after grouping in a relation. Since new objects in a class are always placed in a 

column of a relation encoded with some common properties, it might be of interest to create 

a new singleton object representing a set of objects in a desired column as shown in Figure 

3.3. 

It has been simulated in [69] that a singleton object can be created from scratch by 

means of zero-ary first-order expressions. The following program yields a unary relation that 

contains one new object identifier. 

R :=tuple-new {()I true} 

Let us turn to examine how a set of singleton objects can be created in XIQL. In terms 

of Figure 3.3, three new singleton objects A, Band C, which have identifiers o1 , o2 and o3 , 

respectively, can be created in the following manner. 

R1(A, B, C) +--. 

A(x) +-- ¢(x, y, z), R1(A, B, C). 

B(y) +-- ¢(x, y, z), R1(A, B, C). 
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undefined 
untyped 

undefined 
typed 

defined 
untyped 

Figure 3.3: The statuses of object 

C(z) +-- </>(x,y,z),R1(A,B,C) . 

defined 
typed 

For clarity, let us see one concrete example built on the running database as follows. 
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Example 3.3.1. Consider the XML document in book.xml, and a query that produces a 

single object result containing sections that have two attributes @id and @di fficulty , along 

with the authors. 

R(S, A)+--. 

S(is) +-- section(is, [@id: i,@dif ficulty: d]), R(S, A) . 

A(ia) +-- author(ia), R(S, A); 

result(i, [section: S, author: Al) +-- R(S, A). 

In this example, we can get: S = { i6 , i24 } and A= { i3 , i4 , i5 }, so an object in the class 

result with value [section: {i6 ,i24 },author: {i3 ,i4 ,i5 }] is created. 

In XIQL, a pure object identifier could be invented without specified object type and 

object value. However, at the intermediate stages, each pure object identifier must be defined 

with value assignment rule of a form ''i(t1, ... , tk) +-- L1, ... Ln", or typed with typing operator 

"<......+" when necessary so that it represents a complete object in the final result. The four 

statuses that might occur on an object during an XIQL program are shown in Figure 3.3. 

The example to illustrate object statuses is presented for illustration. 
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Example 3.3.2. List books published by Addison_Wesley after 1991 in the XML document 

bib.xml, including their year and title. 

R(A, ib, y, t) t-- book(ib, [publisher: p,@year: y, title: t]), y > 1991, (1) 

p = "Addison_W esley". 

A(y, t) t-- R(A, ib, Y, t); (2) 

result(i, [book"--+ Al) t-- R(A, ib, y, t). (3) 

For each book published by Addison_Wesley after 1991, there is a new object identifier 

invented in A. The invented objects are both untyped and undefined in rule (1). Then, they 

are defined by assigning year and title as values in rule (2). In the end, objects created in A 

are typed to book, and a singleton object is created with book as value in the final result. 

Comparing tuple-new and set-new statements with three kinds of rules developed in 

XIQL (see Section 3.1), it is quite straightforward to find out the following results: 

• tuple-new statements can be expressed in XIQL with relation and class rules; 

• set-new statements can be expressed in XIQL with relation rules and value assignment 

rules; 

• class and value assignment rules can explicitly specify types of objects. 

3.4 Key Characteristics and Examples 

In this section, some examples are provided to illustrate other key characteristics of XIQL 

as an XML query language. To keep clear expressions, each subsection only focuses on a 

specific language feature that is illustrated with one or more examples based on the running 

example. 

3.4.1 Nest and Unnest 

Nest and unnest are crucial operations within most complex value data models, especially, 

in the context of XML data. Although sets are regarded as "first class citizens" in XIQL, 

nest and unnest operations can also be easily realized by using a set operator E, which is 
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associated with a first order variable and a second order variable. In general, nesting is more 

complicated than unncsting so that it needs to be simulated with invented oids, as indicated 

in [6, 7]. The details can be illustrated by the following example. 

Example 3.4.1. For each author of books in the XML document bib.xml, list the author's 

name and the titles of all books by that author, grouped inside a "result" clement. 

R 1(A , B , C, v) - book(ib, [author: u]), 

VE U. 

B(v) - Ri(A, B , c, v). 

C(t) - Ri(A, B , c, v), 

book(ib, [author : u, title: t]), 

VE u. 

A(B,c)- Ri(A,B,C,v); 

R2(D) - . 

D(A) - R 1(A, B, C, v), R2(D); 

Ans(i , [book<-+ D]) - R2 (D). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

In rule (1), all the authors arc unncstcd into the relation R1 with the use of the set 

operator E. Then, three new object identifiers arc created for each author in relation R1 , 

and duplicate authors that have the same name can be eliminated in this case. In the sequel, 

rule (2) assigns author names as values to new identifiers in B, Rule (3) nests the titles of 

all books with respect to each distinct author into the value of new identifiers in C. To get 

the desired query result, B and C are assigned as values to object identifiers in A in rule 

(4). Finally, a singleton object is created, and assigned a set of object identifiers in A as its 

value in rule (5) and (6). Ruic (7) creates a result object and type A to book. 

One thing we should be aware of in this example, is that author objects are duplicates in 

the type of depth one so that duplicates can be eliminated in the above program. However , 

when author objects have duplicates of more than one depth type, the situation will become 

much more complicated to eliminate duplicates. We shall go into the details regarding this 

issue in Chapter 4. 
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3.4.2 Structural Recursion 

XML data might involve cyclic structures at schema level, as shown in Figure 2.3. For an 

XML query language, there are at least two possible scenarios that need restructuring of 

hierarchic structures. 

• Input database schema is acyclic, whereas output database schema is encoded with 

cyclicity. For instance, a query that converts the "flat" representation into a hierarchic 

representation 

• Both input and output database schemata contain the encoding of cyclicity. For in

stance, a query that preserves original hierarchy. 

In fact, XIQL provides a flexible and concise approach to handle structural recursion, 

even in the case that objects have wide variation in structure. We provide one example to 

describe how XIQL works in the second scenario. 

Example 3.4.2. Let us see the XML document book.xml. List all the sections and their 

titles. Preserve the original hierarchy if possible. 

R1(X, Y, is)+- section(is)-

Y(Z) +- R1(X, Y, i1), 

R1(Z, W, i2), 

section(i1 , [section: s]), 

i2 Es. 

X(t, section~ Y) +- R1(X, Y, is), 

section(is, [title: t, section: s]); 

R2(D) +-. 

D(X) +- R1(X, Y, is), 

book(ib, [section: s]), 

is E s, R2(D); 

result(i, [section~ D]) +- R2 (D). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

In rule (1), a pair of object identifiers in X and Y are created for each section. X is to 

represent a new section object in the final query result; whereas Y is to represent a set of 

new section objects corresponding to each new section object in X. More intuitively, the 
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purpose of Y is to capture the original hierarchy among sections. Then, Y is defined to have 

a set of object identifiers of new section objects as appropriate by rule (2). Furthermore, Y 

is typed to section, and then X is defined to contain title and a set of sections in rule (3). 

Finally, X is typed to section, and the top-level sections are rooted at a singleton object 

result. 

3.4.3 Path Expressions 

Path expressions have been accepted as an intuitive and concise approach to traverse compli

cated data structures either in object query processing or in semi-structured query processing. 

Besides basic syntactical notations, more research efforts are put on semantic implication of 

path expressions, e.g. The well-known XPath [71] goes through XML data by specifying a 

set of axes encoding the desired navigation of the tree structure ( child, parent, descendant, 

ancestor, self and etc). The paper [45] distinguishes set relationships with multi-valued 

path expressions. PathLog [31] extends path expressions to two dimensions: composition of 

scalar methods and set-valued methods , and the associated object properties so that more 

semantics could be imposed on path expressions. 

However, in our work, the basic idea is to simplify the syntax of path expressions to the 

most degree so that an unified path expression can be obtained on the basis of dominant 

relations between objects discussed in Section 2.4.1. 

Definition 3.4.1. Let O = {01,02, .. . ,0n-l,On}(n 2: 1) be a set of objects, then the 

expression 01.02 .. .0n-l·On represents that Oi+l is in the object family of Oi(l ~ i ~ n) 

such that On L On-I ... 02 L. 01 holds. 

Example 3.4.3. Look at the XML document book.xml again, list all titles of figures used 

in some section of the book "Data on the web". 

R1(t2 ) +- book(b, [title : t 1]).section(s).Jigure(J, [title: t2]), 

f;_ = "Data on the web"; 

R2(D) +-. 

D(t2) f- R1(t2), R2(D); 

result(i, [title~ D]) +- R2(D). 
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To get the final result, the dominant relations: o1 L o2 L o3 , where o1 E 0(f igure(f, [title : 

t2])), o2 E 0(section(s)) and o3 E 0(book(b, [title : t 1])), must hold over the database. In 

terms of the running database, two objects in the class result with values [title : i20] and 

[title : i30], respectively, are created in the results. 

3.4.4 Schema Query 

As one of the most different features from the relational data model, schema and content data 

are mixed together within an XML database. The capability of querying schema information 

is considered to be a necessary requirement for any XML query language. 

XIQL realizes schema query by means of a function called match, which can match 

a particular variable with regular expressions. One point should be noted that variables 

beginning with a symbol "&" are used to distinguish from constants syntactically. 

Regular expressions are supported in XIQL to describe desired patterns. Limited to 

space, it is not necessary to give a full discussion of regular expressions used in XIQL here. 

We only introduce the expression "%" that matches zero or more occurrences of the character 

immediately preceding. 

Example 3.4.4. Consider the XML document book.xml, find books in which the name of 

some element ends with the string "or". For such book, return the title and that element. 

R1(Y, t, ix) +- book(ib, [title: t]) .&X(ix), match(&X, "%or"). 

Y(t, ix) f- R1(Y, t, ix); 

result(i, [book~ Y]) +- R1(Y, t, ix)-

&X is a variable to represent the class name of some object, which ends with the string 

"or" . Function match is used to guarantee the matching between them. In addition, this 

program describes some object in class &Xis a descendant of book object by using the path 

expression book(ib, [title: t]).&X(ix)- In the end, Y is defined with title and that element as 

its value and typed to book. 
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3.4.5 Join Operation 

Join is an important operation in the relational data model. Indeed, XIQL can easily simulate 

the join operation, except that unified variables may lead to slightly different programming 

between variables in set or non-set semant ics. On the basis of the XML document bib.xml 

in the running example database, two comparable examples arc provided for illustration. 

Join on Set Variables 

First, let us see how to deal with the join operation on set variables in XIQL. 

Example 3.4.5. Let us have a look at the XML document bib.xml, and find pairs of books 

that have different titles but the same set of authors (possibly in a different order). 

R(C, t1 , t2) t- book(i1, [title: ti , author: u1]), 

book(i2, [title : t2, author: u2]), 

~ f={; , 

C(t1, t2) t- R(C, t1 , t2); 

result(r, [book _pair <-t Cl) t- R(C, t1 , t2 ) . 

{1} 

{2) 

(3) 

Due to no discrimination between set and non-set variables in XIQL expressions, ui = 'f½ 
is equal to set comparison when more than one author is involved in books. u1 = 'f½ holds 

if and only if values of all objects in iii exactly equal values of all objects in 'f½. Finally, C 

is defined to contain the titles of each pair of books, and typed to book_pair. 

Join on Non-set Variables 

In the case that the join operation will work on some objects within non-set variables, how 

will XIQL do? For the sake of contrast, the preceding example has been changed a bit to 

illustrate the join operation on non-set variables. 

Example 3.4.6. Consider the XML document bib.xml again . Find pairs of books that have 

different titles and at least one same author. 

R(C, t1 , t2) t- book(ii, [title : ti, author: vi]) , 

book(i2, [title : t2, author : vz]), 

~ f={; , 

{1} 
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~ ~ 

U1 = U2, 

C(t1,t2) +- R(C, t1, t2); 
result(i, [book_pair "--+ Cl) +- R(C, ti, h). 

(2) 

(3) 
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Compared with the program of the preceding example, the only difference consists in rule 

(1), in which " E " operators are used in the latter example to get some object out of the 

set variables, and then build the join operation on individual objects as usual. Thus, it has 

been shown that XIQL provides a very flexible approach to switch between set and non-set 

variables when non-set variables are of particular interest. 

3.4.6 Sequences 

From the document point of view, sequence of content is a significant aspect within an 

structured XML document. As discussed in chapter 2, object identifiers function as order 

primitives, hence, a powerful function position(oid1 , loid2 1) can be developed for handling 

sequence on the object identifer base. 

• position(oid1 , loid2 1) returns an integer number that indicates a order of the object 

with identifer oid1 , with respect to a specific range. The parameter oid2 is optional. If 

oid2 is provided, then the function returns the relative order of the object with identifer 

oid1 with respect to the object with identifer oid2 , otherwise, it returns the global order 

of the object with identifer oid1 in the current XML document. 

Example 3.4.7. Let us see the XML document book.xml. What are the first two image 

sources to be used for the book titled "Data on the Web"? 

result(r, [@source"--+ x]) +- book(ib, [title: t]).image(ii , [@source: x]) , 

t = "Data on the Web" 
' 

position(ii) 2:'.: 2. 

In this example, the first two images within the book indicate the global order requirement 

for image objects, hence, position(ii) 2:'.: 2 is used. To be more clear with more complicated 

cases, let us look at one more example. 
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Example 3.4 .8 . Consider the XML document book.xml again. In the book tit led "Data 

on the Web" , what happened between the first p and the second p in the fourth section? 

result(r, [sth c:.......+ z]) +- book(ib, [t itle: t]).section(is , [p: X1 ,&y: z, p : x2]), 

t = "Data on the W eb" 
' 

position(is) = 4, 

position(x1 , is) = 1, 

position (x2 , is) = 2, 

XJ < Z < X2. 

The p objects arc constrained for the relative order with respect to some section object , 

while that section object is required with a global order. To ensure that the objects between 

two p objects can be retrieved , we use their object ident ifiers for comparing their document 

orders. 

3 .4 . 7 Function Symbols 

So far , we have already presented some functions used for the purpose of sequence and 

schema query. Considering that XIQL should be able to express for aggregation functions 

as they arc expressed in most XML query languages, function symbols arc necessary to be 

developed in XIQL. 

Similar to relational query languages, aggregation functions can facilitate retrieving of 

XML data in some cases , such as: max(), min(), count() and etc. One example regarding 

the count () function is provided in the following: 

Example 3.4.9. How many top-level sections are in the XML document book.xml? 

result (r, [topSectionCount c:.......+ count(is)]) +- book(ib, [section : isl) . 

Remark 3.4.1. Function symbols in XIQL are not allowed to represent intricate data struc

tures, such as lists and trees. Hence, different from most logic programmings, although 

function symbols are provided in XIQL, queries always have finite models. 



Chapter 4 

Further Issues on XML Identifier 
Query Language 

In this chapter, duplicates and copies, which are well-known issues in the area of object

creating query languages, will be studied for the case of XML Identifier Query Language 

(XIQL). It is shown that XIQL faces the opposite problem to IQL. IQL can eliminate du

plicates, but is not complete up to copy elimination; whereas XIQL can eliminate copies, 

however, an additional approach needs to be employed to handle duplicates when neces

sary. Naturally, this leads to the notion of hybrid-deterministic transformation developed in 

our work. Finally, we examine the completeness of XIQL in connection with the classical 

determinate transformation semantics from the theoretical perspective. 

4.1 Duplicate Elimination 

Undoubtedly, object identifiers play a crucial role in object-based databases. However, the 

functions of object identifiers is like a two-sided coin. On one side, object identifiers can 

facilitate data sharing and infinite data structure manipulation, such as rational trees. On the 

other side, object identifiers encapsulate the underlying value and structure into an abstract 

symbol so that objects might be considered as duplicates in the sense of the underlying 

information they are carrying. Consequently, the duplicate issue in object-based databases 

has been widely investigated in the literature [65, 13, 66]. In this section, the task is to 

explore what sort of duplicates might appear in XIQL by extending the traditional concepts 

to a setting of XML data. 

55 
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4.1.1 Structured Value Duplicates 

Since object identifers are just a means of abstraction to express particular complex values 

within a database, thus, the link between object identifiers and underlying complex values 

is our main interest. To clarify the background, we begin with a brief introduction to the 

research on duplicates and a discussion on how the classical concepts of duplicates could be 

handled in XIQL. 

In general, most research efforts on duplicates refer to duplicates in types at depth one. 

According to type constructors, basically, duplicates could be split into two kinds: set dupli

cates and tuple duplicates. Since tuple duplicates could be easily dealt with by incorporating 

the relational semantics into languages, set duplicates present the major research problem 

in this area. There arc some well-known solutions proposed for solving this problem. The 

most influential one is to add an explicit primitive into a language , such as the powcrsct 

operation [47] or the abstraction operation [32]. Others comprise non-deterministic choice 

[74], linearly-ordered databases [36], or equality axioms [43]. 

It has been shown in [65] that IQL can express abstraction so that duplicate elimination 

can be achieved in IQL. Analogously, because XIQL follows the spirit of IQL with respect 

to dereferencing and assignment to objects, and thus can simulate set object creation over 

grouping, XIQL can also express abstraction , and therefore achieve both tuple and set du

plicate elimination as well. 

However, we cannot yet conclude that duplicates arc not an issue for XIQL, because 

unfortunately, if we consider types of more than depth one in complex values represented by 

object identifiers, structured value duplicates may occur in XIQL. We first introduce how 

two objects can be regarded as being V-equivalent as follows. 

From a graph point of view, two objects can be defined to be V-equivalent on the basis 

of the notion of object-structured value that we defined in Section 2.5. 

Definition 4.1.1. {V-equivalent) Let o1, o2 be two objects, then o1 and 02 are considered 
~ -

to be V-equivalent, denoted by o1 = (½, if and only if the following condition is satisfied. 

• 6"1 is isomorphic to 6°2 . 

Objects are said to be structured value duplicates if they are V-equivalent. 
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Remark 4.1.1. The departure from the classical object-based database systems implies that 

issues regarding duplicates in the context of XML databases embrace some new features. 

On the one hand, duplicates including set and tuple duplicates are no longer the case for 

XIQL. On the other hand, due to the fact that the document order is significant in XML 

databases, the uniqueness constraint for each class in object-oriented databases [59, 65], 

which implies that two different objects in the same class have a different associated value, 

has been released. As a result , this leads to structured value duplicates being a problem 

specific to XML databases. 

4.1.2 A Main Result 

To obtain a better understanding for structured value duplicates, an illustrative example is 

provided before presenting a result with respect to structured value duplicate eliminations 

in XIQL. 

Recall from Example 3.4.1 that author objects are modelled as atomic objects carrying 

authors' names directly so that the desired query can be written easily. Now, to demonstrate 

how structured value duplicates arise from using object identifiers, we slightly change the 

XML document bib.xml to produce more complicated structured values associating with 

author objects in the bib2.xml, shown in Figure 4.1. 

Because the presence of structured value duplicates is our main interest, the first attempt 

to write down a query serves for the purpose of figuring out structured value duplicates 

existing in the result. 

Example 4.1.1. For each author in the XML document bib2.xml, list the author's name 

and the titles of all books by that author. 

R 1(A , B, v, t) +- book(ib, [author: u, title: t]) , 

VE u. 

B(t') +- R1(A,B,v,t), 

author(v, [last: li , first: h]), 
( 

I I I ') R1 A ,B ,v, t , 

author ( v', [ last : l2 ,fir st : h]), 
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<bib2> 
<book year-1994> 

<title>"TCP/IP lllustrated"</title> 
<author> 

<name><last>"Stevens"</last><first>"W. "</first></name> 
<age>45</age> 

</author> 
<publisher>"Addison-Wesley"</publisher> 
<price> 65.95</price> 

</book> 
<book year-1992> 

<title>"Advanced Programming in the Unix environment"</title> 
<author> 

<name><last>"Stevens"</last><first>"W. "</first></name> 
<age>45</age> 

</author> 
<publisher>" Addison-Wes I ey"</publisher> 
<price>65.95</price> 

</book> 
<book year-2000> 

<title>"Data on the Web"</title> 
<author> 

<name><last>" Abiteboul"</last><first>"Serge"</first></na me> 
<age>41 </age> 

</author> 
<author> 

<name><last>"Buneman"</last><first>"Peter"</first></name> 
<age> 36</age> 

</author> 
<author> 

<name><last>"Suciu"</last><first>"Dan"</first></name> 
<age>38</age> 

</author> 
<publisher>"Morgan Kaufmann Publishers"</publisher> 
<price>39.95</price> 

</book> 
<book year-1999> 

<title>"The Economics of Technology and Content for Digital TV"</title> 
<editor> 

<last>"Gerbarg"</last><first>"Darcy"</first> 
<affiliation>"CITl"</affiliation> 

</editor> 
<publisher>"Kluwer Academic Publishers"</publlsher> 

<price>129.95</price> 
</book> 

</bib2> 

Figure 4.1: bib2.xml 
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Figure 4.2: Duplicate results 

~ ~ 

Ji =h-
A(v, B) t-- R1(A,B,v,t); 

R2(C) t-- . 

C(A) t-- R1(A, B, v, t); 

Ans(i, [result<-+ Cl) t-- R2(C). 
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The result of the query above is shown in Figure 4.2. Obviously, two of the result objects 

regarding the author named "W. Stevens" are structured value duplicates. The underlying 

reason is that multiple author objects that encode exactly the same information into the same 

structure, and only differentiate in object identifiers, originally exist in the input database 

( we assume that they represent the same person in this case). 

However, XIQL is powerful enough to handle this problem. The solutions can be given 

in terms of two situations. One is that only partial object structured values are of interest, 

whereas another one is to require complete object-structured values to be compared. We 

will discuss both of them based on the previous example. 

In the first case, we assume that the author's name, including first and last name, is 

sufficient to identify each concrete author in the real world, then in this case the query 

can adopt the dominant relation between objects to capture the particular components of 

structured value of interest, which might be nested into an object with arbitrary depth. 

R1 (A, B, C, J)) t-- book(ib, [author: u]), 

VE u, 
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author( v). J ir st(!), 

author( v) .last( l ). 

B ( f ,l) - R1 (A,B,C,[, l). 

C(t) f- R1 (A , B ,C,f,l), 

book( ib, [author : u, title : t]) , 

V E u, 

author( v ).f irst(J), 

author( v ).last(l). 

A(B, C) +- R1(A , B , C , f ,l); 

R2(D) - . 

D(A) - R 1(A , B ,C,[,l); 

Ans(i, [result <-t .D]) +- R2 (D). 

In the second case, the whole structured values of author objects need to be considered 

so that the underlying information must be compared to be exactly the same. To handle this 

situation, we need to introduce non-deterministic semantics as an extra approach for object 

structured values, so that the arbitrary choice can be done on object structured values of 

authors during consecutive instantiations in this case. The rewritten query in the second 

case is provided as follows. For formal semantics, we shall discuss in Section 4.3.2. 

R 1 (A , C, ~) +- book(ib, [author: u]) , 

VE u . 

C(t) +- R1(A, C, ~), 

book(ib, [author: u, title: t]), 

V E u. 

A(~,c) - R 1(A ,C,~); 

R2(D) +- . 

D(A) +- R1 (A, C , ~); 

Ans(i, [r esult <-t .D]) +- R 2 (D). 

Finally, a result regarding structured value duplicates in XIQL can be obtained straight

forwardly based on the preceding discussion. 

Theorem 4.1.1. Structured value duplicates can be eliminated in XIQL queries. 
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Figure 4.3: Expected results 

Remark 4.1.2. In conclusion, XIQL stays in the same line as IQL to eliminate tuple and set 

duplicates that are the classical perspective regarding duplicates. Furthermore, in case that 

structured value duplicates are of specific concern to XIQL, either object domains can be 

used to retrieve particular atomic values of interest or non-deterministic semantics can be 

adopted to choose one out of multiple structured value duplicates. 

4 .2 Copy Eliminat ion 

The notion of copies was originally introduced in [6] in the context of IQL with a proof 

that IQL is complete up to copy elimination. After that , a number of research results 

[65, 67, 69, 27] have been achieved with respect to the relationship between completeness of 

object-creating query languages and copy elimination. Since XIQL has a close relationship 

with IQL, I believe that it is quite necessary to conduct an investigation on copy elimination 

in XIQL. 

To be clear, we first review the definition of copies used in [65] as follows. 

Given a query Q(J, J), Q is said to be equivalent to Q up to copies iff Q(I, J) implies 

Q(I, ]) , or conversely, Q(I, ]) implies Q(I, J) for some] with copies of J such that, there 

are J1 , ... , Jn over Bout satisfying the following conditions: 

• J(Ji) = Ji , where f be a permutation function of the universe of object identities in I; 

• Ji and Jj are disjoint outside Sin (i-/- j); 
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• ] = Ji U ··· U Jn. 

In fact, the reason for producing output instances with copies lies in the non-determinism 

arising from the object creation feature incorporated in languages. More specifically, non

determinism is caused by the use of object identity, which is only an abstract representation 

associated with concrete structured value, so that a arbitrary choice for object identifers 

during object creation might lead to copies for the same structured value. However, as 

pointed out in [7], the object identifiers in the output instance do not matter, nevertheless, 

their interrelationships do matter. 

We outlined in Section 3.3, that the approach adopted in XIQL to create objects is essen

tially similar to skolem functions. To be more precise, we rewrite the rules of object creation 

mechanism (see Section 3.2.1) with explicit skolem functions in expressions as follows. Both 

of these are equivalent with respect to the effects on query results. 

( i) Let r be a relation rule of the form 

where xi, ... , Xn are variables only appearing in head(r), and Xn+i, ... , Xm are variables 

appearing both in head(r ) and in body(r). Then the rewriting rule with skolem func

tions has the form 

where Xi= fi(xn+l····, Xm)(n 2'.'. i 2'.: 1), and Ji, ... , fn are skolem functions. 

(ii) Let r be a class rule of the form 

where i is a variable only appearing in head(r), and Xi, ... ,Xn are variables appearing 

both in head(r) and in body(r). Then the rewriting rule with skolem functions takes 

the form 
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where i = f(x1 .... , Xn), and f is a skolem function. 

(iii) For a program r containing skolem functions Ji, ... , fn 

holds. 
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Since variables that express new objects in a program are always associated with distinct 

skolem functions , each new object identifier is created within a variable as a function for 

a set of specified arguments. Thus, it suffices to guarantee that new object identifers are 

determined in a query, although their concrete symbols are not important, indeed. We notice 

that a similar result has been shown in [68], in which object creation is interpreted as the 

construction of function terms over the existing objects. 

We are now ready to get a result regarding copy elimination in XIQL. 

Theorem 4.2.1. Copies can be eliminated in X IQL queries. 

Proof. The proof is quite straightforward. Since new object identifiers are always fixed to 

a specific function and a set of particular arguments, XIQL queries create specific object 

identifiers in the final results as well. Although object identifiers are abstract and hidden, 

they can not be chosen arbitrarily in XIQL. Expressed with the words of the definition for 

copies, it is not possible to produce] with copies of J for any XIQL query. D 

4.3 Database Transformations 

Before leaving the discussion about XIQL, we want to examine this language from a different 

theoretical angle. We start by introducing determinate transformation [6], then show that 

XIQL queries can be interpreted using a notion of hybrid-determinism. Finally, we are 

interested in investigating whether or not XIQL, as an object-creating XML query language, 

can be complete with respect to determinate transformations. 
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4.3.1 Determinate Transformations 

From a classical database computability point of view, a query can be considered to be a bi

nary relation as a transformation between input instances and output instances. Recall that 

the semantics of XIQL queries has been formalized in Section 3.2.2 using this standpoint. 

Although the traditional database applications are considered to be deterministic transfor

mations, both deterministic and non-deterministic transformations have been discussed in 

the literature [9, 10]. For a query language, deterministic semantics or non-deterministic 

semantics could make different influences on final results, which has been clearly shown by 

the example provided in [9]. 

With the development of object-creating query languages, non-deterministic implication 

under object creation were widely investigated in [11, 68], and received significant research 

attention. On this basis, the notion of determinate transformation is developed in [6], which 

is well-defined on how non-deterministic features of object creation can be incorporated into 

a "deterministic-effect" transformation so that the requirement for gencricity can be achieved 

in the context of domain-generating query languages. 

For the sake of expression convenience, we present the notion of determinate transforma

tion [7, 65] in the following. 

A query Q on a database instance I is said to be a determinate transformation ,Q ~ Ii x f 2 

(sec Definition 3.2.1) if and only if the following conditions arc satisfied . 

(ii) for (11, 12) E rQ and (11, 1;) E rQ, there is an isomorphic mapping h such that h(I2) = 1; 
holds; 

(iii) for (11, 12) E rQ, if there is an isomorphic mapping h on Ii, then (h(I1), h(I2)) E rQ 
holds. 

Regarding the above three conditions, condition (i) is to guarantee that objects can be 

added into a database, and conversely, they are not allowed to be deleted from a database. 

The reason for this is that determinate transformations can not be preserved under compo

sition when deletion operations involve [68]. As for condition (ii), it implies that two output 

instances are identical up to renaming of object identifiers. Finally, the purpose of condition 

(iii) is to achieve genericity of a language regardless of the permutation of the universe. 
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4.3.2 Hybrid-deterministic 'Iransformations 

Recall that Example 4.1.1 has shown how structured value duplicates can be eliminated in 

XIQL syntactically. Indeed, the underlying consideration is as follows: 

~ ~ 

Assume that there are two different objects o1 and o2 in a database instance, and OJ. = 6; 

holds. Can we say that they reflect the same object in the real world? 

The answer is uncertain. They might be the same object, and they also might be two 

different objects that have the same properties. Hence, we need a capability provided by the 

language to flexibly express both of these intentions. 

In order to express this intuition, the notion of hybrid-determinism is developed to in

terpret XIQL queries. Simply, hybrid-determinism means the semantics of determinism and 

non-determinism could be mixed up to serve for XIQL queries when necessary. The use of 

hybrid-determinism greatly enhance the flexibility for choosing how to implement valuations 

of individual variables in order to achieve a particular purpose of a query. In essence, the 

purpose of hybrid-determinism is to provide a capability to solve structured value duplicate 

problems caused by object identifiers. 

To clarify hybrid-deterministic semantics used in XIQL, the formal definition is presented 

as follows. 

Definition 4.3.1. (Hybrid-determinism) Let Q(I, J) be a query on a database instance. 

Then Q(I, J) is hybrid-deterministic iff 

(i) If structured value variables £1 , ... , £n appear in head(r) of value assignment and class 

rules, then Q can yield more than one different outputs J1 , ... , Jn(n ~ 1). Moreover, 
~ ~ ~ 

the valuations vi, ... ,'Vk, for variables£; are identical if there is a pairwise automorphism 
~ ~ 

mapping h among them such that h(¼) = v; (1 ::; i < j ::; m) holds. 

(ii) Otherwise, Q yields only one output J. 

Here we should be aware of the fact that values for atomic objects can be considered as 

structured values since they have the same expression. Therefore, we assume that the above 

definition is based on a rewriting rule: replace all value variables x for atomic objects with 
~ 

structured value variables x in XIQL queries. 
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4 .3.3 Completeness 

Since the purpose of determinate transformations is to assess the expressiveness of object

creating query languages in the context of IQL, XIQL is developed in close relationship to 

IQL. Thus, it would be of interest to know, whether or not XIQL is complete for determinate 

transformations. 

First, let us begin with the result with respect to the completeness of IQL. Abiteboul 

and Kanellakis 's work [7] has shown that IQL is complete up to copy elimination. However, 

for XIQL our previous discussion has clearly shown that copies do not exist in the result of 

XIQL queries. Thus, copy elimination is not a problem for XIQL. 

To show completeness of XIQL, we can consider the conditions listed in the definition 

of determinate transformation (see Section 4.3.1) one by one in connection with XIQL. 

Condition (i) can be obviously satisfied by XIQL, since only objects can be added into 

output database of XIQL queries. Condition (ii) actually has been enforced by the hybrid

deterministic semantics of XIQL queries . As for condition (iii) , atomic elements do not need 

to be interpreted in XIQL. 

Therefore , the following result can be obtained. 

Theorem 4 .3 .1. XIQL is complete with respect to determinate transformation semantics. 

R emark 4.3.1. Although the notion of determinate transformation is initially motivated by 

non-deterministic transformations caused by object creation, it can also be applied to capture 

non-deterministic transformations produced by structured value duplicates in the context of 

XML data. To sum up, XIQL is a simple but powerful logic programming language that 

extends the techniques of IQL to the context of XML databases, thus enriching IQL by some 

additional approaches to handle the unique features of XML data. 



Chapter 5 

The XML Calculus Language 

In this chapter, we propose a novel logic-based query language for XML, called XML calculus, 

which is a counterpart of relational calculus defined for the relational data model. Instead of 

first-order logic used in relational calculus, XML calculus shall employ higher-order logics to 

investigate a natural approach to specifying declarative queries over XML data. The main 

idea is to extend the relevant techniques used for the relational model to the context of XML 

data, and exploit the capabilities of a language with higher-order notions. 

There are several aspects covered in the content of this section. We first define a fun

damental type system as a basis for formalizing higher-order logics incorporated into the 

language since atomic types and object types defined in Chapter 2 are only able to han

dle first-order individuals. Then, two higher-order constructs are discussed to explore how 

higher-order notions can be obtained under the defined type system. After that, a formal pre

sentation of the syntax and semantics used in XML calculus is given, and a logical reflection 

addressing the relationship between first-order semantics and higher-order semantics inter

preted on the higher-order syntax of XML calculus will be examined accompanied by some 

equality issues. Finally, examples of several interesting issues which should be addressed by 

desired XML query languages arc discussed. 

5.1 Preliminaries 

To facilitate the formalization, we still use the notations JIB and C to refer to the sets of 

atomic types and class names, as defined in Chapter 2. Furthermore, the notations JR and 

X are adopted to denote countably infinite sets of set names and variables respectively. In 

addition, we assume that C and JR are disjoint. 
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5.1.1 A Fundamental Type System 

We begin by introducing a fundamental type system to describe the syntax of a higher-order 

logic used in the language. The type system of XML calculus is defined by 

where n 2'.: 0. In fact, the type system consists of three parts: individual types, labelled 

types and type constructors. 

1. The individual types comprise a trivial type 0 which means the existence of type is 

trivial, all atomic types b E JIB, and all class types Tc with class name c E C. 

2. There are two kinds of labelled types. The type l0 : To represents a type To with a label 

lo such that lo E CU JIB. The type lx : Tx represents a type variable Tx occurring with a 

label variable lx such that lx E X. 

3. Furthermore, three type constructors are defined comprising a tuple constructor [], a 

set constructor {} and a union constructor V. 

We associate a set of values tdom( T) with each type T. These sets are defined as follows: 

- tdom( 0 ) = {>.}, where A means that no specified value exists; 

- tdom(b) = domv(b), where domv(b) is the value domain associating with atomic type 

b E JIB, as defined in Section 2.1; 

- tdom(Tc) = {o(oi) I c is a complex class name} U {7r(oi) I c is an atomic class name}, where 

o and 71" are identifier and value projection functions defined in Section 2.2; 

- tdom(lo : To)= {lo: v I lo EC U JIB, v E tdom(To)}; 

- tdom(lx: Tx) = {c: v I c EC, v E tdom(T), where vis of type T}; 

- tdom({T}) = {{v1, ... ,vm}lm 2'.: l,vi E tdom(T), 1 ~ i ~ m}; 

- tdom([Ti, ... ,Tn]) = {[v1, ... ,vn]lvi E tdomh), 1 ~ i ~ n}; 
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Note that the purpose of introducing the trivial type 0 is to enhance the flexibility of the 

language when handling optionality of XML data at the type level. Since set and non-set 

variables are treated in a unified manner, thus,.\ in tdom(0) of XML calculus corresponds 

to both 0 and .\ appeared in class tuples discussed in Chapter 2 for expression convenience in 

the language. Furthermore, since the self-descriptive feature of XML data requires that an 

XML query language provides the possibility for querying over schema information as well 

as instance data, type lx : Tx is introduced into the type system for this reason. However, to 

clearly distinguish label variables from other variables and class names, we use the notation 

&x referring to a label variable in particular. 

Clearly, a type can be obtained recursively from other types and type constructors, thus, 

recursive types and higher-order types might occur in this type system. To describe higher

order features, the notion of order with respect to type is developed. 

Definition 5.1.1. (Type Order) For each type t, the order oft can be obtained by the 

following rules. 

(i) the order of types 0 and b is O; 

(ii) the order of [T1 , ... , Tn] is k + l, where k is the maximal order of types T1 , ... , Tn; 

(iii) the order of { T} is k + l, where k is the order of type T; 

(iv) the order of T1 V T2 is k, where k is the higher order of types T1 and T2 ; 

(v) the order of type Tc is k + l if Tc = [T1, ... , Tnl, where k is the maximal order of types 

T1 , ... , Tn, and O otherwise; 

(vi) the order of type l0 : To is k + l if To = [T1, ... , Tnl, where k is the maximal order of 

types T1 , ... , T n, and O otherwise; 

(vii) the order of type lx : Tx is k + l if Tx = [71, ... , Tnl, where k is the maximal order of 

types T1, ... , Tn, and O otherwise. 

For convenience, terms and formulae can also be associated with an order in the sense 

that the order of a term is the order of its type, while the order of a formula is the maximum 

order among the orders of terms within the formula. 
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5.1.2 Higher-order Constructs 

The XML calculus language is built upon an object base using a higher-order logic, and thus 

two basic higher-order constructs are employed for representing objects in the language: class 

construct and set construct. 

Definition 5.1.2. (Class Construct) Given a class with name c E (C and schema Sc = 

{ A{1
, • •• , A/:} , then a class construct over class schema Sc has the form L : x(L1 : x 1 , .. . , Ln : 

Xn) with Li E XU (CU JR , and each Xj is a variable of type Tj (j = 1, . . . , n) , which can be 

obtained in accordance with the following rules. 

(i) In case Li E X, then Tj = Tx; 

(ii) In case Li EC U JR and Li = Ai, where A{; E attr(sc), then 

- for f ; = 1, Tj = TA ;; 

- for f ; =? , Tj = TA; V 0; 

- for f ; = +, Tj = {TAJ; 

- for f ; = *, Tj = {TAJ V 0 . 

In addition, x is a variable of type Tc = [£1 : T1 , . . . , Ln : Tn] and L E XU C. 

Instead of the notion of class schema used in the SXO model, class types are incorporated 

into the type system as discussed before. They indeed have the same effect as class schemata 

with respect to capturing the features of XML data. Informally, the following simple · ex

ample illustrates how class schemata in the SXO model can be expressed by class types as 

appropriate. 

Example 5.1.1. Recall the class schemata of the XML document book.xml shown in Ex

ample 2.2.5. They can be expressed with class types Troot, Tbook, Tsection, Tfigure and Timage 

respectively as follows. 

• Troot = [book : Tbook]; 

• Tbook =[title: Ttitle,author: {Tauthor},section: {Tsection}]; 

• Tsection = [@id: T@id V 0,@dif ficult: T@difficult V 0, title: Ttitle,P: { Tp}, 

figure : TJigure V 0, section : { Tsection} V 0]; 
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• Tfigure = [@height : T@height V 0, @width : T@width V 0, title : Ttitle, image : Timage]; 

• Timage = [@source : T@source]. 

In the following, a variation c(Li : Xi, ... , Ln : xn) is used as a specific representation of 

class construct c : c(Li : xi, ... , Ln : Xn)- In this case, c is both a class name and a variable 

of type Tc- This abbreviation will not lead to ambiguity, as we assumed that the sets of class 

names and set names are disjoint. To get a better understanding for this, let us see one 

example. 

Example 5.1.2. Assume that there are two class constructs: 

(1) book: b(title: t, author: a,price: p), and 

(2) book(title: t, author: a,price: p), 

where t, a and pare variables of types Ttitle, { Tauthor} and Tprice respectively, then we have 

Tbook = [title : Ttitle, author : { Tauthor } , price : Tprice] for both class constructs. However, bis a 

variable of type Tbook in class construct (1), whereas book is a variable of type Tbook in class 

construct (2). 

Definition 5.1.3. (Set Construct) Supposer E JR is a set name and x is a variable of 

type T. A set construct over r, denoted as r(x), is a finite set of values of type T. Further, r 

is a variable of type { T}. 

In fact, the definition of set construct coincides with a unary relation used in the relational 

data model in the sense that r(x) can be treated as a unary relation r that has only one 

attribute corresponding to x. 

Both cl.ass and set constructs play an important role in generating higher-order variables 

since the orders of class and set types increase by applying constructs. More specifically, in 

a class construct L : x(Li : Xi, ... , Ln : Xn), Xo can be regarded as a variable of order one 

higher than the maximal order among variables in the expression Li : xi, ... , Ln : Xn. The 

same holds for other variations of class constructs and for set constructs. Note that each 

label L or Li(i E [1, n]) might occur as a label variable &x as defined in the type system. 

There are two essential distinctions between class constructs and set constructs: 
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- Class constructs support the tuple type constructor, whereas set constructs support the 

set type constructor. 

- Class constructs use at least one label-variable pair as the basic components, whereas set 

constructs only use a single variable as its component. 

Therefore, class constructs and set constructs serve different purposes in the language. 

Class constructs can be used for capturing objects that arc the aggregation of other objects, 

while set constructs provide a necessary means for handling transformation between non-set 

or set objects. 

5.2 Syntax 

In this section, we formalize the syntax of the XML calculus language in a style similar to 

the relational calculus [5]. However, as will be seen, the two languages differ from each other 

in many aspects. 

5.2.1 Terms and Variables 

Variables in XML calculus have flexible and rich interpretations in the sense that class 

names might be regarded as variables as well. For clarity, both term and variable arc defined 

together. 

Definition 5.2.1. (Terms and Variables) The terms together with their associated types 

in the language can be defined inductively with the following rules. Furthermore, each term 

t defines a set of variables var(t) occurring in t. 

( i) each variable x of type T is a term of type T and var( x) = { x}; 

(ii) each constant u of type Tis a term of type T, and and var(u) = 0; 

(iii) each pair L : t with term t of type T is a term of type L : T , and the variables 

occurring in it are variables occurring int or L, i.e. var(L: t) = var(L) U var(t); 

(iv) each class construct Lo : to(L1 : ti, ... , Ln : tn) with terms to, ... , tn of types To, ... , Tn 

respectively, is a term of type To = [£1 : T1, ... , Ln : Tn], and the variables occurring in it 

are variables occurring in Lo, ... , Ln and to, ... , tn, i.e. var(Lo : to(L1 : t1, ... , Ln: tn)) = 
U~0 (var(Li) U var(ti)); 
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( v) each set construct r ( t) with term t of type T is a term of type { T}, and the variables 

occurring in it are rand the variables int, i.e. var(r(t)) = {r} U var(t); 

(vi) each path expression ti . t2 with terms ti, t2 of type Ti and r2, respectively, is a term 

of type T2, and the variables occurring in it are variables occurring in ti or t2 , i.e. 

var(ti . t2) = var(ti) U var(t2). 

A term is ground if and only if no variable occurs in it. For example, 1 and title 

"Databases" are ground terms. 

For convenience, we use #t in the following to refer to the type of term t. 

5.2.2 Well-Formed Formulae 

With a set of logic symbols ,, V, A,=>,*>, :3, V corresponding to negation, disjunction, con

junction, implication, equivalence, existential quantification and universal quantification, 

respectively, the proposed XML calculus language can be represented under a precise logic 

interpretation. Note that the presence of the symbols E and ~ is not allowed in our work 

since their interpretations for the standard set membership and inclusion relation can be 

simulated by particular higher-order logic formulae. For instance, y E x could be simulated 

by the expression x(y) and y ~ x could be simulated by the expression Vz_y(z) => x(z). 

We start from the notion of atomic formula, which provides a necessary basis for for

mulating well-formed formulae later on. Given an XML database schema§, then the set of 

atomic formulae over§ (for short: atoms) consists of four kinds of formulae: 

• predicate formulae: include class predicates and set predicates. 

(1) Lo : to(Ln : ti, ... , Ln : tn), where Lo : to, ... , Ln : tn are terms over §, is a class 

predicate; 

(2) r(t), where t is a term over § and r is a set variable, is a set predicate; 

• path formulae: expressed by ti . t2, where ti and t2 are terms over§; 

• pair formulae: expressed by L : t, where L : t is a term over §; 
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• comparison formulae: expressed by t 1 cop t2 , where t 1 and t2 arc terms of some common 

type over§, and cop represents comparison operators such as=, -:/=, <, >, ::; and 2: -

It is easy to see that some atoms including predicate formulae , path formulae and pair 

formulae are also terms defined in the last section. 

Definition 5.2.2. (Well-Formed Formulae) The set of well-formed formulae of the XML 

calculus over§, denoted as wff, can be defined inductively with the following rules. 

(i) each atomic formula is a wff; 

(ii) <p bop 'If;, where <p and 'If; arc well-formed formulae over §, and bop is a logical symbol 

amongst V, A,=> and<=>, is a wff; 

(iii) ,'1/J, where 'If; is a well-formed formula over §, is a wff; 

(iv) 3x'I/J or Vx'I/J, where 'If; is a well-formed formula over§ and x is a variable occurring in 

terms in 'If;, is a wff. 

As with relational calculus, some shortcuts arc used in the XML calculus language: 

5.2.3 Free and Bound Variables 

In this section, we consider how to identify free and bound variables among all variables 

appearing in some formula of the XML calculus language. The notations fr(<p) and bo(<p) 

are used to denote free and bound variables, respectively, in a formula <p. Analogous to 

relational calculus, free variables can be obtained in accordance with the following rules 

inductively. 

• for an atomic formula <p, which is also a term, including a predicate formula, a path 

formula or a pair formula, Jr(<p) = var(<p); 
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• for a comparison formula cp cop '1/J, which is an atom but not a term, fr(cp cop '1/J) = 

var(cp) U var('l/J); 

• for a formula ,cp, fr(,cp) = fr(cp); 

• for a formula cp V '1/J, fr(cp V '1/J) = fr(cp) U fr('lf;); 

• for a formula cp I\ '1/J, fr(cp I\ '1/J) = fr(cp) U fr('lf;); 

• for a formula cp => '1/J, fr(cp => 1/J) = fr(cp) U fr('l/J); 

• for a formula cp {::} '1/J, fr( cp {::} 1/J) = fr( cp) U fr( '1/J); 

• for a formula 3x'l/J , fr(3x'l/J) = fr('lf;) - {x }; 

• for a formula \/x'l/J, fr(\/x'l/J) = fr('lf;) - {x}. 

A variable appearing with a quantifier is called a bound variable. It may happen that a 

variable is free and bound in a formula at the same time. However, bound variables can be 

renamed without changing the semantics. We may therefore achieve that all variables in a 

formula are either bound or free, but not both. 

Example 5.2.1. Given a formula '1/J = Vn,d.author: a(name: n, address: d) I\ 30 .book(title: 

t, author : a) I\ author : a(name : n), then, fr('l/J) = {a, book, t}, and bo('lf;) = {n, d, a}. 

0 bviously, the variable a is both a free variable and a bound variable in the formula '1/J. 

Through variables renaming, the formula '1/J can also be expressed by the formula cp = 

Vn,d.author: a1(name: n, address: d)/\302 .book(title: t, author: a2 )/\author: a2 (name: n) 

without changing the semantics. 

In fact, the approach of XML calculus can be seen as an extension to the approach 

of relational calculus by allowing further quantification of higher-order variables as well as 

first-order variables. 

5.3 Sem antics 

Now we turn to discuss the semantics of terms and formulae interpreted in the XML calculus 

language. 
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5.3.1 Interpretation 

For the sake of expression convenience, we use the notations DOM = U iEn tdomh) UC to 

denote the universal domain consisting of all domains and class names. Given a database 

schema §, an interpretation to terms and formulae can be defined as usual in logic. 

Definition 5.3.1. (Interpretation) An interpretation w of an XML calculus formula over 

an XML database schema§ consists of a database 'DB over§ and a valuation function v: 

X-+ DOM , where v(x) E tdom(T) if x EX and the type of x is T, or v(&x) EC if &x EX. 

Furthermore, the following rules must be satisfied. 

- for a term t of type T, w(t) E tdom(T). In particular , w(t) = v(t) if t is a variable, and 

w(t) = t if t is a constant; 

- for a pair formula, w(L: t) =Tiff w( L) EC and w(t) E VB holds, and F otherwise; 

- for a class predicate formula, w(L: x(t1, ... , tn )) =Tiff [w(t1), ... ,w(tn)] ::Su for an object 

with identifier w(x) E 'DB and value u E 'DB, and F otherwise (note that ::s is a 

subsumption relation defined in Definition 2.2.4); 

- for a set predicate formula, w(r(t)) =Tiff w(t) E w(r) holds, and F otherwise; 

- for a path formula, w(t1.t2) =Tiff w(t2) L w(t1) holds, and F otherwise; 

- for a comparison formula, w(t1 cop t2) = T iff w(ti) cop w(t2 ) holds, and F otherwise; 

- for a negation, w(-,'lf;) = T iff w( 'If;) = F holds, and F otherwise; 

- for a disjunction, w(cp V 'If;)= Tiff w(cp) = Tor w('I/J) = T holds, and F otherwise; 

- for a conjunction, w(cp I\ 'If;)= Tiff w(cp) = w('lf;) = T holds, and F otherwise; 

- for an implication , w(cp => 'If;)= Tiff w(cp) =For w('I/J ) = T holds, and F otherwise; 

- for an equivalence, w(cp <=} 'If;) =T iff both w(cp) and w('f/;) are T , or both w(cp) and w('lf;) 

are F; 

- for an existential quantification, w(3x'I/J) = T where x is of type T iff some replacement of 

x in 'If; by a valuation v(x) E tdom(-r) resulting in a formula cp with w(cp) = T , and F 

otherwise; 
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- for a universal quantification, w(\:/x'I/J) = T where x with some labels L1 , ... , Lk within 

'lj; iff each replacement of x in 'l/J by a valuation v(x) E LJ1~i:::;k rdom(w(Li)), where 

rdom(w(Li)) is a restricted domain for x labelled by Li in some class construct, as 

defined below, resulting in a formula 'P with w(1.p) = T , and F otherwise. 

Definition 5.3.2. (Restricted Domain) Given a class with name c and schema sc, and 

a set Tc of class tuples over Sc. Then, each variable Xi (i E [1 , ml) occurring in a class 

construct L : x(L1 : X1, ... , Lm : Xm) over Sc associates a restricted domain rdom(w(Li)) 

such that rdom(w(Li)) = { vi [w(Li) : v] j t , where t E Tc}- For variable x of type Tw(L), 

rdom(w(L)) = tdom(Tw(L))-

If a variable x associating with multiple restricted domains rdom(w(L1 )) , ... , rdom(w(Lk)) 

within the scope of a universal qualification \:Ix, then variable x associates the union of them 

such that Ui~i~k rdom(w(Li)). 

Example 5.3.1. Consider the XML document book.xml. Assume that we have a formula 

'Pi= \:/x,y,z.section(@id: x, title: y,p : z), in which section(@id: x, title: y,p: z) is a class 

construct over the class schema Ssection shown in Example 2.2.4. Thus, the following results 

can be obtained. 

• x E rdom(@id), where rdom(@id) = {>., i1, i25}; 

• y E rdom(title), where rdom(title) = {i9,i12, i1s,i21,i3s,i3s,i41 }; 

Let us see another formula <p2 = \:/y.(section(@id : x, title : y,p : z) I\ f igure(title 

y, image: w)), then, the restricted domain of variable y is 

• y E LJ rdom(title), where LJ rdom(title) = {i9,i12,i1s,i21,i3s,i3s,i41} U {i20,i30} 

Note that labels in different class constructs are always considered as different labels even 

they have the same name. For instance, in the above example, title in section(@id:x,title:y,p:z) 

and title in figure(title:y, image:w) are two different labels associating with variable y. 
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5.3.2 Query Mapping 

Since XML calculus is a purely declarative language, XML queries can be written down in a 

very elegant and natural way. The basic form of an XML query is a set expression as defined 

below. 

Definition 5.3.3. (XML Query) Each query Q in the XML calculus language has the 

form 

Q = {(xi, ... ,xn)I cp}, 

with variables xi EX of type Ti, a wff cp and fr(<p) = {x1, ... , xn}- The answer schema 

of Q, denoted by ans(Q), is a set of XML schema graphs rooted in objects belonging to 

{w(x1), ... ,w(xn)} correspondingly, where w(xi) E tdom(Ti)(l :s; i :s; n). 

For an XML database VB with database schema § , each query in the XML calculus 

language is always associated with an input-schema in(Q) = § and an output-schema 

out(Q) = ans(Q). In addition, the query mapping q(Q) is defined by 

q(Q)(VB) = {G11( x 1), ... , Gv(xn)I w(cp) = T} 

where Gv(xi), ... , Gv(xn) be object family graphs corresponding to objects v(x1), ... , v(xn) 

respectively. 

5.3.3 Object Creation 

In the XML calculus language new objects can be created during querying in accordance 

with the logic . For this we have to make the assumption to have disjoint sets of intensional 

and extensional class types. This is important for the expressive power of the language up 

to object creation. 

Given a query with associated input and output schemata: in( Q) and out( Q), respec

tively, then the intensional and extensional class types, denoted by T;nt and Text, respectively, 

can be obtained by the following rules. 

• Text= { Tel Tc E in(Q)}; 
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• T;nt = { Tel Tc E out(Q), Tc (j. in(Q)}. 

Obviously, observing from the above definition, T;nt n Text = 0 holds. With intensional 

and extensional class types as a basis, new objects can be created in a database by the 

following means. 

(i) only objects within classes that have intensional types can be created in an XML 

database; 

(ii) object value types of created objects must coincide with class types such that T(o) ;;;;) Tc, 

where T(o) is an object value type of object o and Tc is a class type with class name c. 

To better see the mechanism of object creation in XML calculus, the following simple 

example is provided, in which some books objects are created in the database. 

Example 5.3.2. Let us consider to list books in the XML document bibl.xml, which were 

published by Addison-Wesley after 1991, including their year and title. 

• {bookslVy,t.~book.book(publisher: "Addison - Wesley", @year : y, title : t) I\ y > 1991 

:::;,- books(@year : y, title : t)} 

Clearly, in this query, Text= {Tbook} and T;nt = {Tbooks}- All objects in the class name 

books are new objects created under the class type Tbooks = [@year: T@year , title : Ttitle]-

5.3.4 Active Domain Semantics 

Although an XML database under the SXO model consists of a finite set of objects, the 

infinite universe might possibly produce infinite answers for XML calculus queries, as the 

case in relation calculus. To guarantee both finiteness of query answers and termination 

of computation, several approaches have been developed in the literature for the relational 

calculus to address this problem such as safe queries [5], domain independence [1] or active 

domains [49, 35]. Indeed, these solutions are provided by essentially restricting either syn

tax or semantics of the language. Nevertheless, it has been proven that they all have the 

equivalent expressive power [38]. 
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The approach employed in XML calculus to deal with safety issues is to restrict the 

semantics of the language using active domains. Roughly speaking, the idea is to associate 

variable assignments with the active domains specific to some database instance, while the 

underlying domain is still allowed to be infinite. Therefore, in the XML calculus language, a 

set of active domains is given, which represents a set of objects or constants occurring within 

a database instance. 

Definition 5.3.4. (Active Domain) Given a query Q on an XML database VB, then let 

adom(Q) be the finite set of constants occurring in the query Q, and adom(VB ) be the fini te 

sets of constants and objects occurring in the database ~. The active domains, denoted by 

Adorn, consist of adom(Q) and adom(VB) such t hat Adorn= adom(Q) U adom(VB ). 

Under the active domain semantics, a valuation needs to be revisited as "in a database 

VB, a valuation v on variable x of type T in a query Q is of the form v(x) E tdom(T) n 
(adom(Q) U adom(VB )). This change makes sure that valuations can be limited within the 

active domains. 

5.4 Logical Reflection 

It has been pointed out in [13] that higher-order logics have many attractive features, and 

most of research efforts [22, 42] seem to fall into the same direction to develop the syntax 

and semantics of higher-order languages by interpreting a high-order syntax with a first-order 

semantics. This approach enriches the languages by extending the first-order syntax to more 

natural and powerful expressions in higher-order logics. 

Recall that in the SXO model a complete lattice of classes has been proven to be imposed 

on objects within an object data graph. This result provides a straightforward thought to 

consider a first-order semantics with object abstraction instead of a higher-order semantics 

with complex structures. The essential bridge between these two approaches is the type 

system that has been defined in Section 5.1.1. On this basis, the XML calculus language is 

developed with a higher-order syntax under a first-order semantics. 

In this section, our discussion with respect to the notion of higher-order logics will build 

upon the classification provided in [21]. A logic is syntactically first-order if its language is 
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first-order; it is syntactically higher-order otherwise. A system is semantically first-order if 

the meaning assigned to its constructs by interpreting them in structure is first-order; it is 

semantically higher-order otherwise. 

So far, although the XML calculus language has been formulated to have a higher-order 

syntax interpreted by a first-order semantics, we are interested in exploiting the relationship 

between the following two different logic interpretations: 

• first-order semantics imposed on higher-order syntax; 

• higher-order semantics imposed on higher-order syntax. 

To simplify the work, the relevant formal definitions with respect to a higher-order se

mantics will be omitted since our interest is only on informally comparing and contrasting 

effects under a first-order semantics and a higher-order semantics imposed on a same syntax 

of the language. 

First of all, let us consider the first situation, which is the defined semantics in XML 

calculus. Although higher-order variables and quantifiers over such variables are allowed, 

higher-order variables are interpreted as in the first-order logic, which could only be objects 

in their domains (represented by object identifiers). One thing should be noted that not 

only objects but also atomic values can occur in first-order variables of a formula in XML 

calculus. 

Example 5.4.1. Consider the following formula on the XML document book.xml whose 

XML data graph has been shown in Figure 2.2. 

:3b,x,y.book: b(title: x, section: y) I\ Vw.(y(w) ¢=> :3z,t. (section: w(@id: z, title: t) I\ z f= >.)) 

Because Tsection = [@id : T@id V 0, title : Ttitle] and Tbook = [tite : Ttitle, section : { Tsection}] 

hold for the formula above, the variables with their orders can be obtained such that 

• pt order variables: x with #x = Ttitle, z with #z = T@id V 0 and t with #t = Ttitle; 

• 2nd order variables: W With #w = Tsection; 

• 3rd order variables: y with #y = { Tsection} V 0; 
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• 4th order variables: b with #b = Tbook· 

In addition, for the variables beyond first-order their valuations are as follows: 

• v( w) =i6 ,i25; 

• v(b)=i1 . 

From these valuations, it is quite straightforward to see that the higher-order variables 

w , y and bin this example arc interpreted as individual object identifiers rather than higher

order semantic structures in XML calculus. 

Now, we examine what results this formula will yield , if higher-order variables in the 

language arc interpreted by a higher-order semantics instead of a first-order semantics. The 

valuations for variables w , y and b can be obtained as follows. (We assume that there is a 

valuation function v ' defined for higher-order semantics.) 

• v' (w) = section : [@id: "intro", ti tle : "Introduction" ], section: [@id: "syntax", 

title : "A Syntax For Data"]; 

• v' (y) = {section: [@id: "intro", title : "I ntroduction"], section: [@id: "syntax", 

title : "A Syntax For Data" ]}; 

• v' ( b )=book : [title : "Data on the Web", { section : [@id : "intro" , title : "I ntroduction" ], 

section : [@id: "syntax" , title: "A Syntax For Data" ]}] . 

More intuitively, the graphs corresponding to the above valuations of variables w, y and 

bare presented in Figure 5.1. 

If comparing the object family graphs of objects in valuations of variables w, y and b 

under first-order semantics with the graphs presented in Figure 5.1, it is not difficult to 

obverse that the graphs under higher-order semantics are subgraphs of the graphs under 

first-order semantics. Nevertheless, they can still be regarded as the same expressive power 
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because data of interest have been identified by both of them, and a restricting function on 

types of variables can be easily defined to make sure that these two logic interpretations are 

the same. 

Remark 5.4.1. On the basis of the above example some interesting conclusions can be drawn. 

First, a first-order semantics for the higher-order syntax can be more elegantly interpreted 

under an object-based data model, while a higher-order semantics for the higher-order syntax 

is more suitable for being interpreted under a value-based data model. Moreover, whatever 

semantics is used to encode the higher-order syntax, there is no loss of expressive power of 

the language. However, the benefit gained by encoding first-order semantics on higher-order 

syntax under the object paradigm is to greatly reduce the complexity of the language by 

providing a simpler and intuitive representation for data. 

In the end, we explain in more detail about some issues regarding the equality theory 

that applies to our work. There are two different facets: equality between the domain of 

objects and the domain of graphs, and equality between class predicates. 

The relationships between first-order and higher-order semantics can be well represented 

by two different semantics associated with an object in the domain. Recall that each object 
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has two expressions corresponding to the identifier and value semantics in Section 2.3, these 

two expressions may lead to an indistinguishable conversion between a first-order semantics 

and higher-order semantics since it is quite natural for us to t reat i = [A 1 : t1, ... , An : tn] as 

an cxtensionality axiom for each object o with identifier i and value [A1 : t1, ... , An : tn] in 

a class c. Furthermore, this extensionality axiom can be extended to the domain of objects 

and the domain of graphs such that i = Gi , where Gibe the object family graph of an object 

with identifier i. 

As for an equality between class predicates, it can be considered as explicitly equated by 

their class names. For instance, given two class constructs q = Ci : x(l1 : xi, ... , ln : xn) and 

p = C2 : y(l~ : Yi, ... , l',,. : Ym) , q = p holds if and only if c1 = c2, no matter what is inside 

these constructs. The underlying reason for this equation is that both of q and p are variant 

expressions of a class with name c1 or c2, and type [Li : Ti, ... , Lk : Tk] such that 

• q = [li: Xi, ... , ln: Xn,ln+i: Xn+i, ... , lk: xk] with w(q) = [w(l1 Xi) , ... ,w(ln 

Xn) , ok , ... , ok], where {w(li)}iE[I,k] = {Lj}jE[l ,k]; 

[ 
I I I I l • ( • P = l1: Yl, ·· ·,lm: Ym,lm+l: Ym+i,.,. , lk : Yk with wp) [w(l~ yi) , ... ,w(l',,. 

Ym), ok , ... , ok], where {w(t:)}iE[l,k] = {Lj }jE[i,k]· 

Herc, ok is a special value referring to T, and it means that the corresponding valuation 

is always true, since we are not concerned about the details. 

5.5 Simulation 

The task of this section is to simulate two issues that are relevant for XML: 

1. control mechanisms such as recursive structures, if-then-else, composition, and nest 

and unnest operations, etc; 

2. distinguished XML data characteristics such as irregular expressions , object order, 

schema query queries, etc. 
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5.5.1 Recursive structures 

Unlike relational calculus XML calculus can be enhanced with the fixed-point logic to reflect 

inductive objects. Here, we discuss one example regarding objects of recursive structure in 

an XML document. 

Example 5.5.1. Consider the XML document book.xml (see Figure A.2) and its XML data 

graph (see Figure 2.2). Look at a query to find all the sections in book.xml. For such sections, 

return section' objects with the section titles, while preserving their original hierarchy. 

We can obtain the following query 

• Q = {section'l\ix ,y.((3section.section(title: x, section: y) A y = >.) 

V:3z. (3section. section( title : x, section : z) A 

\f8 _(y(s) ¢=> \fw.(section: z(title: w) =}section': s(title: w))))) 

¢=> section'(title: x, section' : y)} 

to get the result such that 

ans( Q) = { i1011, i1014, i1034, i1040, i1006, i1031, i1024} 

Tables 5.1-5.3 shows the evaluation result at each iteration, and Figure 5.2 presents 

the graph representations for objects crested in each iteration. In fact , this example also 

illustrates the approach used in XML calculus queries to handle optionality feature, since 

variable y can be identified by the >. value when necessary. 

5.5.2 Nest and Unnest 

As a well-known problem encountered in the development of languages under the object

based paradigm nest/unnest operations are mainly handled by two kinds of approaches. One 

is to use the ideas underlying the group-by construct of relational languages as e.g. adopted 

in LDL [64]. It has been proven in [14] that this solution is too restrictive, because the rules 

involving group-by constructs need to be implemented under a satisfied interpretation for the 

case of negation, otherwise it is ill-defined for reasons presented in [13]. Another approach 

is to represent a set of objects by a set object, which has these objects as its value [44, 3]. 
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section 
I 

title section section 
I 

title section 

21011 212 ,\ 21011 i12 ,\ 

21014 215 ,\ i1014 i15 ,\ 

21034 235 ,\ Z1034 235 ,\ 

i1040 i41 ,\ 21040 241 ,\ 

i1006 ig i1011, i1014 

21037 23s 21040 

Table 5.1: section 
I 

objects in Ji Table 5.2: section 
I 

objects in h 

section 
I 

title section 

21011 212 ,\ 

i1014 i15 ,\ 

21034 235 ,\ 

i1040 i41 ,\ 

21006 ig i1011, i1014 

21037 23s 21040 

i1024 227 i1034, i1037 

Table 5.3: section' objects in h 

Then, some logical rules need to be taken to guarantee which objects are included in a set 

object. 

The XML calculus stays in the line of argument of the second approach to deal with the 

problem of nesting and unnesting. For this the set construct is crucial to manipulate objects 

in a set by providing a type conversion from T to { T}, where T is assumed to be the type 

of objects within the set. The following example shows how nest and unnest operations on 

objects can be realized in XML calculus. 

Example 5.5 .2. Let us look at the XML document bib.xml, then create a list of all the 

title-author pairs, with each pair enclosed in a result element. 

• {ansl:3y.Vresult .(Vt,x.(:3book.book(title: t, author: x) 
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'* 'v'a.(x(a) {::} result(title: t, author: a))){::} y(result)) 

'* ans(result: y)} 
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By using x(a), we can unnest a set of author objects in some book into many title-author 

pairs in result objects correspondingly. As for nesting, y(result) is used to nest a set of result 

objects into y with type of {result}, then y is passed into a set ans object. 

5.5.3 If-Then-Else 

As usual in logic, it is a quite straightforward idea that the semantics of "If-then-else" can 

be simulated by the logical symbol "'*" in XML calculus. To be more clear, an example is 

provided to illustrate this point. 

Example 5.5.3. Look at the XML document bib.xml again. Now, for each book with an 

author, return a booka with the book title and its authors. For each book with an editor , 

return a booke with the book title and the editor's affiliation. 

• {bibl:3x,y .('v'booka.Cv't 1 ,a1 .(:3book.book(title: t1, author: a1) 

'* booka(title : t 1, author: a 1)) {::} x(booka))V 

\lbooke.('v't2 ,a2 .(:3book,e.book(editor: e, title: t2) A editor: e(af filiation: a2) 

'* booke(title: t2 , affiliation: a2)) {::} y(booke))) 

'* bib(booka: x, booke: y)} 

Obviously, the logic implicated in the above query could be explained as follows: 

• If the book has an author, then produce an object booka that contains the book title 

and its authors; 

• If the book has an editor, then produce an object booke that contains the book title 

and the editor's affiliation. 
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5.5.4 Class Names and Atomic Values 

Although the notions of class name and atomic value seem quite irrelevant at the first look, 

they correspond to two significant portions of the text in an XML document: markup and 

character data, respectively, as specified in [70]. For this reason, they are discussed together 

in this section. Moreover, we assume that regular expressions introduced for XIQL in Section 

3.4.4 also apply for the XML calculus language. 

Example 5.5.4. Let us consider the XML document bib.xml, find books in which the name 

of some element ends with the string "or" . For each such book, return the title and the 

qualifying element. 

• {booksl'v't ,z,&x.(3book.book(title: t, &x: z) I\ &x = "%or" 

=} books(title: t , &x: z))} 

In this example, Tbook = [title: Ttitle, &x: rx] - As discussed in the preceding type system, 

Tx is a type variable since the label variable &x indicates that the class name is unknown. 

After executing the query on the running database, the following result can be obtained. 

·oata on th• W.b" •oan Suciu" 

To show how atomic values can be queried in XML databases, we slightly change the 

above question to find books with title of "Data on the Web", in which the name of some 

element ends with the string "or" . For each such book, return the title and the qualifying 

element. Then, we can get the following query. 

• {booksl'v'z ,&x. (3book.book(title : "Data on the Web" , &x : z) I\ &x = "%or" 

* books(title: "Data on the Web",&x: z))} 
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5.5.5 Queries over Object Order 

When object order is a concern for users, it is easy to tackle this problem by means of 

functions, which are in the same line with the approach used in XIQL. For this we define a 

function postion(oid), and roughly show how object order might be taken into consideration 

with using such a function through a simple example. 

The function position( aid) with an object identifier aid as an argument returns the rel

ative order of the object with identifer aid in the current set. Note that this position( aid) 

function is defined differently from the one used in XIQL in order to serve a different purpose 

in the language. 

Example 5.5.5. Consider the XML document bib.xml again. For each book that has at 

least one author, list the title and first two authors, and an empty "et-al" clement if the 

book has additional authors. 

• {ansl:lz.'Vbook'.(Vt 1 ,x.(:3y.(:3book.book(title: t1,author: x) I\ :3a_(x(a) /\position(a) > 2) 

=} \fb_(x(b) /\position(b) :S 2 {:} y(b))) 

=} book'(title: t 1,author: y,et- al: .A.)) 

V\ft 2 ,x_(:3book.book(title: t2,author: x) I\ Va_(x(a) =} position(a) :S 2) 

=} book' (title : t2 , author : x)) {:} z(book
1

)) 

=} ans(book' : z)} 

5.5.6 Aggregation Functions 

The XML calculus language has very strong expressive power so that even some aggregation 

functions can also be simulated, such as min(), which is widely used in most of query 

languages. Here, we provide one example to show how the semantics of min() in a particular 

context can be simulated by a proper formula in XML calculus. 

Example 5.5.6. Consider the XML document prices.xml, find the minimum price for each 

book in this document, return in the form of a "minprice" element with the book title as its 

attribute and the minimum price as its element. 
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• {ansl:3y.Vminprice.(Vt.(:3book.book(title: t) /\ :lP2_(\fp1.(:l000k.book(title: t ,price : x) I\ x(pi) 

=} (x(p2) I\ P1 ~ P2))) 

=} minprice(@title: t,price: p2)) ¢=? y(minprice)) 

=} ans(minprice: y)} 

In a similar manner, the function max() can be simulated in the language. 

5.5. 7 D uplicate Elimination 

In contrast to XIQL, the query regarding structured value duplicates discussed in Exam

ple 4.1.1 could be rewritten with the XML calculus language as follows. This solution is 

analogous to the query considered in the first case where we assume that two authors having 

the same first name and last name could be identified as being the same person. 

Example 5.5.7. Consider the XML document bib2.xml (see Figure 4.1) . For each author, 

list the author's name and the titles of all books by that author, grouped inside a "result" 

element. 

• {ansl:3z.Vresult.(VJ,l.(:3y,a.(:3author.author(Jirst: / , last: l) /\ 

\ft(:lbook,x.book(author: x, title: t) I\ author: x(Jirst : f , last : l) ¢=? y(t)) 

=} result(name: a, title : y) I\ name: a(first: f , last: l))) ¢=? z(result)) 

=} ans ( result : z)} 



Chapter 6 

Related Work 

Much of the related work has been presented with the relevant issues discussed in previous 

chapters. In this chapter, we give a brief introduction to the related research work in the 

fields of semantic data models, object-creating languages and pure declarative languages. 

6.1 Semantic Data Models 

Although there has been much debate about the origin of semantic data models, the devel

opment of semantic data models was initiated in the early 1970s. Since then, a good number 

of research works [26, 4, 33, 55, 61] have emerged in this field focusing on the investigation 

of solid semantical foundations of databases from a structural perspective. Currently, one 

of the most prominent semantic data models is the entity-relationship (ER) model [20, 19], 

which adopts a mature and diagrammatic technique to model complex data. Although an 

advantage of the ER model over the relational model is to incorporate more semantic in

formation, it still lacks the ability to clearly state intended semantics such that different 

semantics can be applied to the same concept [62]. 

Among these numerous semantic data models, the higher-order entity-relationship model 

(HERM) [62] and the semantic object model (SOM) [46] attract our attention in particular. 

Considering that the clear semantics of objects can complement the weakness of HERM 

with respect to ambiguous semantics, we intend to extend HERM by employing the notion 

of semantic object to replace the notion of entity and relationship in the context of XML 

data, especially in the case that XML data can be naturally treated as a tree implied higher

order. Based on these intuitions, the semantic XML object model (SXO Model) is built up 
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in our work. 

Two general approaches taken in constructing semantic models were specified in [34]. 

One is to interrelate objects by a means of using attributes, such as the Functional Data 

Model (FDM) [41, 60] and the Semantic Database Model [33]. Alternatively, the explicit type 

constructors can also be adopted to capture structures, for example, the ER models [20, 19]. 

The SXO model takes a similar approach to the former. Semantic structures are encoded into 

attributes of objects, meanwhile, attributes can also provide a linkage to subclass relations, 

so that a hierarchy can be obtained for object classes within an XML data graph. 

To handle XML data, many data models specific to XML data have been proposed 

serving as a basis for developing XML query languages. As stated in [15], these data models 

can be divided into two categories in accordance with different interpretations for IDREFs: 

reference or string. The interpretation of IDREFS as references between elements might 

lead to a cyclic data model, whereas only containment relationships exist between nodes 

when IDREFs are treated as strings. It is also possible to consider both interpretations into 

one data model by providing multiple modes, such as LOREL [8], which has two modes: 

semantic and literal. In the SXO model, IDREFs arc regarded as other attributes, thus, a 

tree structure of XML data is taken into consideration throughout this thesis. 

6.2 Object-Creating Languages 

Object-creating languages, as pointed out in [58], can be considered as one of three groups 

classified in the field of theoretical investigations for the object paradigm. The language IQL 

[6] has been widely recognized as being a significant framework in this area because it was the 

first one to extend some language-theoretic issues, such as completeness, to encompassing 

object creation. Since the emergence of IQL, many research efforts have been reported for 

object-creating languages [69, 65, 68, 67, 40, 37, 28]. This field has also been receiving 

increasing attention from database theory researchers. 

To create objects in databases, IQL adopts a similar approach to skolem function tech

niques, which was first discussed in [50] from a logic-based perspective, and further developed 

in [44, 43, 39, 42, 40, 8, 29]. Nevertheless, these object-creating languages may depart from 
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each other by other factors during object creation, such as different approaches for inheri

tance used in F-logic [42] and IQL [6], the possibility of explicitly referencing object identifiers 

[8, 29]. In our work, the semantics of XIQL defines implicit skolem functions to create object 

identifiers which can be referenced by means of variables. 

To consider new objects in query and update results, a completeness criterion was pro

posed by the notion of determinate transformation in IQL [6, 7]. Although IQL is a natural 

extension of languages in [10], which are complete with respect to [18], it is only complete 

for determinate transformation up to copy elimination. Therefore, to achieve completeness 

of the language, two interesting research streams are generated as follows. 

One direction is to check whether the notion of determinate transformation is the most 

suitable criterion to evaluate the expressive power of object-creating languages. It was argued 

in [67, 65] that the notion of determinate transformation may not be the most appropriate one 

for object-creating languages, and they proposed an alternative notion of semi-determinism. 

However, although semi-determinism is an elegant generalization of determinacy, it is unde

cidable. 

Another direction is to solve the problem of copy elimination by developing new constructs 

[7, 6, 28]. For example, a tractable construct called reduce is introduced in [28] based on 

the expanded notions of deep equality. However, the reduce construct remains global in 

nature. Finding a simple and local construct which yields a complete language is still an 

open problem. 

A few rule-based query languages have been introduced for querying over XML data in 

the literature [51, 48]. Most of them either resembles the syntax of F-Logic, such as WebLog 

[48], or are XPath-based including Xpathlog [51] . In contrast, XIQL is a logic-based XML 

query language developed by studying an analogue to IQL in the context of an XML data 

model, on the basis of well-defined semantical analysis. 

6.3 Pure Declarative Languages 

Relational calculus was introduced by Edgar F. Codd [24, 25] as a pure declarative logical 

language in the relational model. There are two different but equivalent versions of relational 
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calculus: Tuple Relational Calculus (TRC) and Domain Relational Calculus (DRC). The 

major distinction between the two lies in the approach adopted for representation of variables; 

variables in TRC range over relations, while variables in DRC range over underlying domains 

associated to individual values. Compared with TRC, DRC is closer to traditional predicate 

logic with first-order syntax and semantics. 

Numerous extensions of relational calculus have been developed under complex value data 

models in [5, 12, 57, 30]. A complex value calculus that can express the transitive closure of 

a binary relation with fixpoint semantics was explored in [5]. The calculus presented in [12] 

focuses on complex objects by defining an equivalence relation on complex objects. These 

languages might be based on the paradigm of beyond first-order logic. 

In the literature, there has been very little work on the pure logic formalisms for XML 

query languages, especially extending the similar techniques used in relational calculus to 

higher-order logic languages built upon XML data models. To fill this gap, XML calculus, 

which is a novel higher-order logical language, is proposed in this thesis. 

The notion of higher-order logic is often considered from Church's Simple Theory of Types 

[23]. A separation between syntax and semantics of higher-order logic has been identified by 

Chen's work [22, 21]. According to this opinion, the research efforts in the field of higher

order logics can be categorized into three directions. Some languages, such as LDL [14, 54], 

are developed with a first-order syntax and a higher-order semantics. Some languages are 

encoded with higher-order syntax and semantics, for example, COL [3] and Acalculus. Others 

might have a logic with a higher-order syntax but a first-order semantics, including F-logic 

[42] and HiLog [22, 21] . To simplify the language, but maintain the desirable higher-order 

features, XML calculus keeps in the line of languages having higher-order syntax and first

order semantics. 

Toward realizing a first-order semantics on the top of a higher-order syntax, some special 

mechanisms need to be built into the interpretation. One approach is to add mutual reflection 

between formulae and terms with the notion of typed A-expression, and has been adopted in 

some languages, such as AProlog [53, 52]. Another approach that is used in XML calculus 

is to achieve the logic reflection by identifier and value semantics of objects, which associate 

two different aspects with each object. In this case, object identifiers function as first-order 

abstractions which encapsulate higher-order underlying structures. 
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Conclusions 

This thesis focuses on logic-based query languages for XML databases. A first area of 

investigation is an XML data model. We built up a specific XML data model on object bases , 

and showed that heterogeneous semantic structures can be encapsulated into individual 

values of objects, which arc unified under flexible class schemata as class tuples. Furthermore, 

a complete lattice has been proven to exist among the classes of an XML data graph, thus 

an elegant class hierarchy can be constituted. In the object paradigm, we also observe that 

object idcntifers cannot only serve as the identity of objects, but also be order primitives. 

On the basis of this data model two novel logic-based query languages have been pro

posed in the thesis with formal specifications of syntax and semantics. One is the XML 

identity query language (XIQL), in which object identifiers function as pure primitives of 

the language. Another one is the XML calculus, which is endowed with an elegant seman

tics based on higher-order logics. For a better understanding of the ideas several examples 

were provided to illustrate the key characteristics of languages. During our study, several 

important results have been obtained with respect to these languages. 

- Union types could be adopted as an efficient and natural approach to address the problem 

of optionality appeared in XML query languages. Therefore, union types have been 

considered in the development of both XIQL and XML calculus. 

Although XIQL is an extension of IQL targeted to XML data, an approach by implicitly 

specifying a particular skolem function to each variable inventing object identifiers 

can help avoid copies generated in the queries results, thus copy elimination is not a 

concern for XIQL. However, the tree structure of XML data might raise the problem 
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of structured value duplicates in the query results. To address this issue, the notion 

of hybrid-determinism has been defined in the semantics of XIQL. Finally, XIQL has 

been proven to be complete with respect to determinate transformations. 

It has been shown that the XML calculus is a very natural language tailored for XML 

since a higher-order type system can be easily built upon the SXO model. There 

are two points we want to mention particularly. Firstly, the identifer and value se

mantics associated with objects provide the capability to shift the semantics of the 

language from higher-order to first-order without any loss of expressive power of the 

language. Secondly, by defining restricted domains for variables bounded with univer

sal quantifications, the XML calculus can elegantly reflect the fixed-point semantics 

to incorporate recursion functionality. Therefore, it is possible to express recursive 

structures and transitive closure in the language. 

Both proposed languages focus on setting up logical formalisms, which greatly facilitate 

the evaluation of the expressive power and completeness of XML query languages. However, 

limited by study time there are still some issues left out in this thesis, and it will be interesting 

to finish them in future research. 

• Refine the XML calculus language and investigate more deeply the decidability of the 

approach to safety taken for this language. 

• Investigate the expressive power and completeness of the XML calculus language in a 

formal way. 

• Compare the expressiveness of several XML query languages such as XIQL, XML 

calculus and XQuery [73]. 



Appendix A 

Running XML Database 

<bib> 

. 
<book year-1994> 

<title>"TCP/IP lllustrated"</title> 
<author>"W. Stevens"</author> 
<publisher>" Add ison-W esley"</publisher> 
<price> 65.95</price> 

</book> 
<book year-1992> 

<title>"Advanced Programming in the Unix environment"</title> 
<author>"W. Stevens"</author> 
<publisher>" Addison-Wesley"</publisher> 
<price>65.95</price> 

</book> 
<book year-2000> 

<title>"Data on the Web"</title> 
<author>"Serge Abiteboul"</author> 
<author>"Peter Buneman"</author> 
<author>"Dan Suciu"</author> 
<publisher>"Morgan Kaufmann Publishers"</publisher> 
<price>39.95</price> 

</book> 
<book year-1999> 

<title>"The Economics of Technology and Content for Digital TV"</title> 
<editor> 

<last>"Gerbarg"</last><first>"Darcy"</first> 
<affiliation>"CITl"</affiliatlon> 

</editor> 
<publisher>"Kluwer Academic Publishers"</publisher> 

<price>129.95</price> 
</book> 

</bib> 

Figure A. l : bib.xml 
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<book> 
<title>"Data on the Web"</title> 
<author>"Serge Abiteboul"</author> 
<author>"Peter Buneman"</author> 
<author>"Dan Suciu"</author> 
<section ld="intro" dlfflculty="easy" > 

<title>"lntroduction"</title> 
<p>"T1"</p> 
<section> 

<title>" Audience"</title> 
<p>"T2" </p> 

</section> 
<section> 

<title>"Web Data and the Two Cultures"</title> 
<p>"T3"</p> 
<figure height="400" width="400"> 

<title>"Traditional client/server architecture"</title> 
<image source="csarch.gir/> 

</figure> 
<p>"T4"</p> 

</section> 
</section> 
<section id="syntax" difficulty="medium" > 

<title>"A Syntax For Data"</title> 
<p>"T5"</p> 
<figure height="200" width="500"> 

<title>"Graph representations of structures"</title> 
<image source="graphs.gir/> 

</figure> 
<p>"T6"</p> 
<section> 

<title>"Base Types"</title> 
<p>"T7"</p> 

</section> 
<section> 

<title>"Representing Relational Databases"</title> 
<p>"T8"</p> 
<section> 

<title>"Databases"</title> 
<p>"T9"</p> 

</section> 
</section> 

</section> 
</book> 

Figure A.2: book.xml 
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<prices> 
<book> 

<title>"Advanced Programming in the Unix environment"</title> 
<source>"bstore2.example.com"</source> 
<price>65.95</price> 

</book> 
<book> 

<title>"Advanced Programming in the Unix environment"</title> 
<source>"bstore1 .example.com"</source> 
<price>65.95</price> 

</book> 
<book> 

<title>"TCP/IP lllustrated"</title> 
<source>"bstore2.example.com"</source> 
<price>65.95</price> 

</book> 
<book> 

<title>"TCP/IP lllustrated"</title> 
<source>"bstore1 .example.com"</source> 
<price>65.95</price> 

</book> 
<book> 

<title>"Data on the Web"</title> 
<source>"bstore2.example.com"</source> 
<price>34.95</price> 

</book> 
<book> 

<title>"Data on the Web"</title> 
<source>·bstore1 .example.com"</source> 
<price>39.95</price> 

</book> 
</prices> 

Figure A.3: prices.xml 
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